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Inova VIP 360° Concierge  
Medicine
The healthcare experience you deserve.
You are busy. The demands on your time can make  
it difficult to manage your health and wellness.  
Inova VIP 360° membership gives you coordination  
of care and peace of mind, whenever and wherever 
you need it.

Membership gives you access to:
•  Extensive medical review and annual physical 

examination with wellness planning, scheduled at  
your convenience

•  Same-day or next-day appointments

•  Designated primary care provider of your choice

•  24/7 direct access to Inova VIP 360° physicians

•  Referral and navigation assistance for testing and 
specialty care

•  Enhanced access to Inova’s world-class healthcare 
services, including physicians, research and timely 
follow-up requests

Call us today or visit inova.org/freeconsult 
to schedule your FREE consultation at one 
of our convenient Inova VIP 360° locations:

Inova VIP 360° – Ballston
1005 N. Glebe Rd., Suite 710
Arlington, VA 22201
P: 571.302.3903

Inova VIP 360° – Fairfax
Inova Specialty Center
8081 Innovation Park Dr., Suite 200
Fairfax, VA 22031
P: 571.472.7000

Inova VIP 360° – Fair Oaks
3580 Joseph Siewick Dr., Suite 306
Fairfax, VA 22033
P: 703.391.4520

Inova VIP 360° – Lansdowne
19500 Sandridge Way, Suite 200
Leesburg, VA 20176
P: 703.840.7300

Inova VIP 360° – Springfield
6355 Walker Ln., Suite 500
Alexandria, VA 22310
P: 703.373.3718

inova.org/freeconsult

Invest in 
Your Health

http://inova.org/freeconsult


OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:
• Cosmetic Dentistry 
• Crowns & Bridges
• Implants
• TMJ Treatments
• Root Canals 
• Same-day Crowns
• Full-mouth Restoration
• Gum Lifts

BEFORE AFTER

Always welcoming new patients! Call (571) 341-7259
 8150 Leesburg Pike | Suite 503, Vienna VA 22182

www.ilovethatsmile.com

HHHHH
“Amazing experience from start to finish! The 
office was super neat and tidy. They had safety 
precautions and pratices in place. Everyone was 
so friendly and made me feel at ease.”
– Kelsey s.

HHHHH
“I have been a patient of Dr. Makarita for the 
past twenty-one years. Going to see him doesn’t 
feel like you are going to the dentist, but more 
like you are going to a luxury spa.”
– RamiRez F.

At Tysons Aesthetic Dentistry Dr. Makarita has designed and 
equipped his practice with your smile in mind. Dedicated care 
and attention are just the beginning.

As a general dentist with a passion for aesthetic and 
cosmetic dentistry, whether a simple filling or a smile 
makeover, Dr. Makarita’s priority is to help you love 
your smile.

Since earning his doctorate from the Medical College 
of Virginia, Dr. Makarita has continually upgraded 
his skills and knowledge with continuing education 
so he can always bring you the most advanced 
options for all your dental needs.

FREE
SMILE 

EVALUATION

There Is Only One 
Smile That Matters. 
Yours!
You are in good hands! Dr. Makarita is the only 
accredited Fellow of the American Academy of 
Cosmetic Dentistry in Virginia.

Patients Enjoy Dr. Makarita's undivided attention 
serving just one patient at a time. You are our only 
focus.  At every visit!

Breath Easy. Surgically Clean Air filtration in every 
treatment room for your safety and peace of mind.

Want to Love Your Smile?
Dr. Makarita would love to meet you!

About Dr. H.R. Makarita
• Accredited Fellow, American Academy 

of Cosmetic Dentistry
• Master, Academy of General Dentistry
• Master, International Congress of Oral Implantologists
• Master, Las Vegas Institute for Advanced Dental StudiesFREE

2ND OPINION 
CONSULTATION

Tysons_Aesthetic_Dentistry_2pgspread.indd   2-3Tysons_Aesthetic_Dentistry_2pgspread.indd   2-3 8/26/21   4:59 PM8/26/21   4:59 PM
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A Sense of Belonging
By Mark Russell

Belong!’s vision is to invest in the long-term success of at-risk 
children. A collaboration between eight Vienna churches, 

Belong! is committed to helping families flourish, who 
otherwise struggle to get by in a high-wealth neighborhood. 

Learn Communication Techniques for a  
Relationship That Thrives

By  Kimberly Blaker
Couples split up for numerous different reasons, ranging 

from lack of common interests and significant life changes 
to money issues, cheating, and sex. But one of the top 

reasons couples don’t survive that’s commonly cited by 
therapists is communication problems. 

Top Financial Advisors
Find a Financial advisor with deep understanding of the 
markets, analytical skills and training, and have a passion 
for finance located in Tysons.

22

38

52

Features
Table of Contents

Shenandoah Caverns
Celebrates its 100th Anniversary
By  LInda Barrett

One hundred years is a long time for any attraction, but 
this one’s history goes way, way back—millions of years, in 
fact. At its centennial, through the careful guardianship of 
just three families, Shenandoah Caverns remains a timeless 
treasure of the Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley. 56

TOP 
FINANCIAL 
ADVISORS
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Café Renaissance
Open Table’s Best 100 romantic restaurants in the USA for many years.

COME TO US FOR YOUR EVENT
Private Dinners Weddings Rehearsal Dinners 
Group Dining Engagement Dinners Bridal Showers 

163 Glyndon Street SE, Vienna, VA 22180 
T: 703.938.3311  |  www.caferenaissance.com

LUNCH: Mon. - Fr. 11.30am - 2.30pm

DINNER: Mon. -Sat. 5.30pm - 10.00pm, Sun. 5pm -9.00pm

BRU NCHNOW OPEN 
INDOOR OR PATIO

DINING

118 Branch Road | Vienna, VA 22180
703.281.7777  |  pazzopomodoro.com

From pizza to pasta, seafood to prosciutto, 
Pazzo Pomodoro offers a Neapolitan 
inspired menu of made-from-scratch 
dishes that represent a modern, but 

traditional authentic cuisine.

Authentic Italian Food

Buon Appetito!!

From pizza to pasta,  
seafood to prosciutto,  

Pazzo Pomodoro offers a 
Neapolitan inspired menu of 

made-from-scratch dishes 
that represent a modern, but 
traditional authentic cuisine.

Buon Appetito!!

118 Branch Road |  Vienna, VA 22180  |  703.281.7777  |  pazzopomodoro.com

http://www.caferenaissance.com
https://www.pazzopomodoro.com/


JANUARY 2022 
SPECIAL!

Free upgrade to the NEW CoolSculpting Elite at 
no extra charge, even the large applicator included.

Check out the NEW , 
most advanced Technology in Body Contouring.

BUY 1 CYCLE AT $850.00, 
GET 2ND AT $425.00. 

NO LIMIT ON PURCHASES
Not sure what to purchase, we are here for you. 

Call for a free consultation today. 

CoolSculpting Elite is the NEW Generation 
and to get the best results you may need: 

 Abdomen: 2 – 10 Cycles

 Flanks: 2 – 8 Cycles

 Arms: 2 – 4 Cycles

 Outer Thighs: 2 – 4 Cycles

 Chin: 2 – 4 Cycles
The above information serves only as a general guide. 

ALL OTHER SERVICES 
25% OFF.

2106-B Gallows Road 
Vienna, VA 22182

AstoriaLaserClinic.com 
703-992-9290

Astoria_JanFeb2022_full.indd   1Astoria_JanFeb2022_full.indd   1 12/14/21   6:10 PM12/14/21   6:10 PM

http://astorialaserclinic.com
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The Boro in Tysons, 
Illustration created from 
BuzzBuzzHome.com 
Google Images.
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https://www.skysquad.com
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Out and About
CONCERTS & EVENTS IN TYSONS

RECURRING EVENTS

NOVA CENTRAL FARM MARKET 
@ George C. Marshall High School

Sundays @ 8:30 am – 1:00 pm
NOVA Central Farm Market, formerly 
Mosaic Central Farm Market, is a year-

round farmers market located on Leesburg 
Pike, between Tysons Corner and the city 
of Falls Church, at Marshall High School 

in Falls Church, Virginia.
The market features fresh local pork, 

chicken, fish, cheeses, produce, dairy, baked 
goods, prepared foods to go, eggs, flowers, 
and ice cream. The market also has table 
seating, live music each week, kids club 
activities, chef demos, special events and 

much more!

SAMPLE ROAST CUPPINGS AT TCAE 
(Public tasting portion 12:30-1)

Mondays @ 12:00 pm – 1:30 pm

As a roastery, we evaluate green coffee be-
fore we buy it by Q grading which involves 
the process of green bean grading, sample 
roasting, and cupping using the official 
SCA cupping form. Our sample roasts 

will be available (most) every Monday for 
tasting from 12:30-1ish. Our roasters will 
be available for questions and comments 
about the sample roast and green buying 

process. All are welcome!
Pub Quiz @ Ireland’s Four Provinces Pub

Wednesdays @ 8:00 pm – 9:00 pm

FALLS CHURCH FARMER’S MARKET 
@ City Hall of Falls Church

Saturdays @ 9:00 am – 12:00 pm
Located just minutes from Washington, 
D.C. and Metro accessible from the east 

and west Falls Church Metro stations, Falls 
Church City’s Farmers Market boasts more 

than 50 vendors during peak season and 
more than 40 during the winter months

The market strives to support local farmers 

Out & About

ANA POPOVIC
The Barns at Wolf Trap 
February 4
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while also helping protect the environment 
by reducing packaging and transportation 

demands.

THE BARNS AT WOLF 
TRAP CONCERTS

1635 Trap Rd, Vienna, VA 22182
www.wolftrap.org

MASTERS OF HAWAIIAN MUSIC:
GEORGE KAHUMOKU JR,LED 
KAAPANA,& HERB OHTA JR.

Thursday, Jan. 20 @ 8:00PM
TIX START AT $27

The Barns at Wolf Trap
Direct from the Pacific, Masters of Ha-

waiian Music brings “folklore and cultural 
memory into a performance that…[unfolds] 

as breezy entertainment”  
(The New York Times)

THE SPANISH HOUR
SHARON ISBIN, GUITAR
Chamber Music at The Barns
Sunday, Jan. 23 @ 3:00PM

The Barns at Wolf Trap
TIX START AT $44

Multi-Grammy Award-winning guitarist 
returns to The Barns after many years 

for her first solo performance. Isbin will 
explore the rich and multifaceted legacy of 

Spanish solo guitar works.

AN EVENING WITH  
BRANFORD MARSALIS

Wednesday, Jan 26 @ 8:00pm
Thursday Jan. 27 @ 8:oopm

The Barns at Wolf Trap
TIX START AT $68

“Saxophonist [Branford] Marsalis leads 
one of the most cohesive, intense small 

jazz ensembles on the scene today” (Asso-

Out & About

ENTER THE HAGGIS
The Barns at Wolf Trap 
Jan.uary 28

Photo courtesy of W
olf Trap
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428 East Maple Ave, Vienna  
703.281.7550 | BonarotiRestaurant.com

“Felice Anno Nuovo”
(Happy New Year!)

Sergio Domestici and the Bonaroti family extends its 
warmest wishes for a safe, healthy and prosperous New Year.

Since 1982, Sergio Domestici’s classic Italian cuisine 
has received acclaim from all major magazines and 

critics in the Washington Metro area.

Warm and romantic, Bonaroti’s is a favorite of 
Italian fine dining patrons and enjoys the praise 

of visiting dignitaries and the stars.  

ciated Press). Known for the telepathic 
communication among its personnel, 
deep book of original music replete 

with expressive melodies and provoc-
ative forms, and an unrivaled spirit, 
the Branford Marsalis Quartet has 

long been recognized as the standard 
to which other ensembles of its kind 

must be measured.

ENTER THE HAGGIS
Friday, Jan. 28 @ 8:00PM
The Barns at Wolf Trap

TIX START AT $28
Toronto’s Enter The Haggis has com-
bined bagpipes and fiddles with a rock 
rhythm section and powerful vocals to 
create a distinctively eclectic, Celtic-in-

fluenced sound.

SAM BUSH, MIKE MARSHALL
EDGAR MEYER, GEORGE 

MEYER
Wednesday, Feb. 2 @ 8:00pm
Thursday, Feb 3 @ 8:00pm

The Barns at Wolf Trap
TIX START AT $77

American music masters Sam Bush, 
Mike Marshall, and Edgar Meyer are 
joined by George Meyer for a special 
collaboration normally only heard on 
the summer bluegrass festival circuit. 

Blending Bush and Marshall’s bluegrass 
and mandolin sounds with the classical 
music elements of the Meyers, get ready 

for an evening of acoustic music that 
can only be categorized as amazing.

ANA POPOVIC
Friday, Feb. 4 @ 8:00PM
The Barns at Wolf Trap

TIX START AT $30
Ana Popovic is best known as the 
“Serbian Scorcher” of blues guitar 
due to her fiery technique. For over 
20 years Popovic and her band have 
toured tirelessly, sharing stages with 

luminaries like B.B. King, Buddy Guy, 
Jeff Beck, Joe Bonamassa, and more. 
She’s even been called “one helluva 

guitar-player” by Bruce Springsteen for 
her signature shredding.

Out & About

http://bonarotirestaurant.com
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Unique Party Concepts
a

Exciting Menu Choices
a

Affordable Prices

Host a Party
Without  

The Stress

Our creative ideas 
and proven  

experience make all 
the difference!

703.556.0780 
8466-E Tyco Road
Vienna, VA 22182

Explore our Menus at:
www.helgascatering.com

5-Stars

Read our Reviews!

5-Stars 4.8-Stars

INTERNATIONAL GUITAR 
NIGHT

Wednesday, Feb. 9 @ 8:00pm
Thursday, Feb. 10 @ 8:00pm

The Barns at Wolf Trap
TIX START AT $32

Celebrate over 20 years of Internation-
al Guitar Night with its most eclectic 
lineup yet: Guest host Lulo Reinhardt, 

Germany’s Latin Swing master, is 
joined by contemporary classical gui-
tarist Stephanie Jones from Australia, 
two-hand “tapper” Alexandre Misko 
from Russia, and jazz classicist Ele-

onora Strino from Italy.

1964 THE TRIBUTE
Friday, Feb. 11 @ 8:00pm

Saturday, Feb 12 @ 8:00pm
The Barns at Wolf Trap

TIX START AT $40
Beatlemania is back at The Barns 
with the “best Beatles tribute on 

Earth” (Rolling Stone).

AMY HELM
Thursday, Feb 17 @ 8:00pm

The Barns at Wolf Trap

TIX START AT $22
Amy Helm is a deeply expressive 

singer/songwriter who blends Ameri-
cana, country, blues, and gospel with 
four-part harmonies. The daughter of 
The Band’s Levon Helm and singer/

songwriter Libby Titus, she began her 
musical career as a founding member 
of the alt-country collective Ollabelle 
and later played in her father’s Mid-
night Ramble Band. Helm’s music 

has a “vibrant spirituality that aims 
straight at your heart…introspective, 
reflective, and beautifully heartfelt…

terrific” (American Songwriter).

THE MIRÓ QUARTET
Chamber Music at The Barns
Sunday, FEb. 20 @ 3:00PM

The Barns at Wolf Trap
TIX START AT $44

The Miró Quartet returns to The 
Barns in a wide ranging program that 
focuses on two key works: contem-
porary composer Kevin Puts’ sono-

rous String Quartet No. 4 (subtitled 
“Home”) and Ravel’s iconic String 

Quartet in F.

MAVIS STAPLES
The Barns at Wolf Trap
February 21
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https://www.helgascatering.com/
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Out & About

MAVIS STAPLES
Monday, Feb 21 @ 8:00pm

The Barns at Wolf Trap
TIX START AT $85

Mavis Staples is the kind of 
once-in-a-generation artist whose 

impact on music and culture would 
be difficult to overstate. She’s both 

a Blues and a Rock and Roll Hall of 
Famer, a civil rights icon, a Grammy 
Award-winner, and a chart-topping 

soul/gospel/R&B pioneer. A frequent 
presence at the Filene Center, Staples 

makes her Barns debut with these 
special performances.

THE SECOND CITY
Thursday, Feb 24 through Sunday, 

Feb. 27, times vary
The Barns at Wolf Trap

TIX START AT $32
Full of the live and in-your-face en-

tertainment Netflix can’t provide, this 
must-attend show features improvised 
comedy, audience interaction, and of-
the-moment sketches and songs from 

The Second City made famous by 
superstars like Tina Fey, Stephen Col-
bert, Steve Carell, Julia Louis-Dreyfus, 

Bill Murray, and more.

THE ALDEN THEATRE
The Alden Theatre
1234 Ingleside Ave.

McLean, Virginia 22101

mcleancenter.org

IMPROVICON OF  
NORTHERN VIRGINIA

Saturday, Jan. 8, 7 p.m.
$20/$15 MCC district residents

This event is a real deal competition 
of multiple improv groups through-

out Northern Virginia. The show will 
feature hosts Sarah Akers and Star 
Balatoon, The Pundemics, Home 
Improv Mints, (the) Unruly The-
atre Project and Calamity Improv. 

Who will walk away with the title of 
Improvicon champion of 2022? The 
Alden’s own (the) Unruly Theatre 
Project will be the only teen group 

participating!

CELEBRATE UTTARAYAN/
MAKAR SANKRANTI  

(Kite Festival) Workshop (Virtual)
Thursday, Jan. 13, 6 p.m.

$7/$5 MCC district residents (fee is 
per device)

Makar Sankranti / Uttarayan is the 
Hindu festival dedicated to the Surya, 
the Sun God. In Gujarat, the festival 

is also known as the kite festival, 

as people of all backgrounds take 
to rooftops and fill the sky with 

colorful kites or patang. Kites for 
Uttarayan are made of special light-
weight paper and bamboo and a sin-
gle bow. The string is often coated 
with glass powder to make it easier 
to cut down other kites during the 
frequent kite fights that take place. 

In advance of Uttarayan, join us in a 
craft-making workshop where we’ll 
create a kite-inspired craft. Supplies 
needed will be sent to participants 

ahead of time.

LES BALLETS TROCKADERO 
DE MONTE CARLO
Friday, Feb. 18, 7 p.m.

$40/$30 MCC district residents
Couldn’t you use a good laugh? 

“The Trocks” recreate the glories of 
the Russian Imperial ballet in the 

biggest pointe shoes you’ll ever see.
“The all-male dance parody troupe 

is still the funniest and most sophis-
ticated act around.” — San Francisco 

Chronicle

D’DAT
Sunday, Jan. 23, 4 p.m.

$15/$10 MCC district residents
D’DAT is a multicultural group 

that mixes the uniquely American 
musical traditions of the native 
southwest, jazz and hip-hop. 
National touring artist Def-i’s 

intelligent, poetic lyrics and hip-hop 
style blends with the hard-driving 
instrumental fire of trumpet player 
Delbert Anderson, the deep funk of 
drummer Nicholas Lucero and the 
explorative and expanding groove of 
Mike McCluhan on bass. D’DAT 

combines it all to give audiences an 
experience like no other. This mod-
ern sound not only attracts listeners 
but also tells a story of cultural tra-
dition. D’DAT has been featured on 
NPR, Yahoo, MIC.com, SiriusXM 

and TEDTalks. v
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AN EVENING WITH  
BRANFORD MARSALIS
The Barns at Wolf Trap
January 26–27
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334 Dominion Rd., NE | Vienna, VA 22180 
WWW.CAND C GAR AGE.C OM

703.281.5570

C && C
G A R A G E

Your “Hometown” auto experts remind you to have 
your automobile checked for the cold of winter to 

assure a “hassle free” and safe season of driving.

C & C Garage offers excellent automobile repairs, 
safety, State and emissions inspections in our 
certified repair facility in the heart of Vienna, VA.

Join Our 
Email 
List!

Sign up for our email 
list to get news,  

updates and special  
offers from  

Tysons Media Group  
and our affiliates.

Go to 

VivaTysons.com/ 

signup

https://www.candcgarage.com/


TONGUE-TIES
Embellish Chocolates 
and special occasion gifts for personal  
and corporate events.

Suzanne Nader and Dalia Hidayat

                 PHONE: 703-679-8782    
MOBILE: 703-407-4112
EMAIL: info@cravingforchocolate.com
Monday - Saturday 9AM - 6PM      

Get Ideas and Visit Us Online:
www.cravingforchocolate.com 

Our Chocolates and Delights
 
With over 40 different flavors, each piece is care-
fully selected from artisans around the world using 
the highest quality ingredients. Craving for Choco-
late’s hand-picked selections have evolved over the 
years to include a decadent taste for the sophisti-
cated palette.  

We invite you to discover both our permanent and 
seasonal collections that we take pride in choosing 
at our pop up shops at The Ritz-Cartlon Hotel Com-
pany, Nordstrom, Tysons Galleria.

Follow Us! @cravingforchocolate

https://www.cravingforchocolate.com/


C onsequences of Untreated Lip and Tongue-Ties
TONGUE-TIES
TREATING

LIP AND

Smile Wonders 11790 Sunrise Valley Dr #105, Reston, VA 20191

(571) 350-3663 www.smilewonders.com

Feeding a baby comfortable and efficiently is the most important aspect of a 
newborn’s life and a precious experience for a new mom. A normal frenum is a 
connective band bringing two soft tissue pieces together. In some cases, if that band 
connects too low or tight is may result in a condition known as a Tongue-Tie or a 
Lip-Tie. These conditions can jeopardize the beautiful nursing relationship between 
a mother and her newborn. A frenectomy procedure allows a baby to freely use their 
lip and tongue for an efficient, effective, and comfortable feeding experience.

Feeding Issues
Many children struggle with 
transitioning from milk to purees 
or table foods. While some 
become picky eaters and have 
difficulty managing variable 
texture of table foods.

Dental Issues
Cavities seen on the front part 
of the incisors or recession of 
gums near the midline are often 
attributable to lip-ties. Cavities 
on the chewing surface of the 
molars are often seen in patients 
that have a tongue-tie and never 
developed the reflex to clean out 
the sticky foods after snacks or 
meals.

Speech Issues
Many children develop air 
management and speech clarity 
or articulation problems due 
to limited range or motion and 
elevation of all parts of the tongue 
required to produce various 
sounds–l/th d/n, st/sr/kh/gh, 
m/p/b and so on.

Sleep Issues
Disordered Breathing and Sleep 
Apnea are often seen in children 
that cannot manage the proper 

posture and tone of the tongue 
muscle due to restrictions or ties. 
Snoring, exhaustion, grinding of 
teeth, attention deficit disorders, 
behavioral issues are all now 
being connected back to sleep 
disordered breathing in the 
literature.

How Are Tongue-Ties and 
Lip-Ties treated today?
Thanks to the great advances 
in laser technology, most 
technologically-savvy and up-
to-date healthcare providers are 
educated on the laser’s properties 
and why they are highly favorable 
in soft issue procedures. Dr. 
Rishita’s experience in using 
Waterlaser allows her to provide 
desensitization, coagulation and 
cooling as it separates the tissue. 
The laser light beam is precisely 
controlled for the most thorough 
and safe procedure. Waterlaser 
virtually eliminates the need for 
scalpel, sutures, or anesthetic 
in infant frenectomy cases. The 
newborns we treat can feed 
immediately after the procedure for 
comfort. Moms report significant 
difference in personal comfort, 
baby’s consumption, and efficiency 
while nursing or bottle feeding.

Feeding your baby 
should be a joy!

Functional Issues
BEF ORE

m Shallow ineffective latch
m Gassiness/Reflux symptoms
m Poor weight gain
m Maternal pain / Mastitis

BEFORE
Lip Tie

Tongue Tie

3
3
3
3

Benefits of Laser 
Frenectomy
AF T ER

m No anesthesia
m No scissors or sutures
m Possible to treat same day!
m Baby feeds immediately

AFTER
No Lip Tie

No Tongue Tie

3
3
3
3

Dr. Jaju and Smile Wonders 
team has helped improve the 
quality of life of her patients 
including infants as young as 
2 days old, who are struggling 
with challenges of nursing due 
to Lip or Tongue-Tie issues.

Zzzz
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i Well Child Preventive Care i Newborn Care i Immunizations  i Chronic Condition Management
i Mental/Behavioral Health Consults i Sports Physicals i International Travel Medicine

At Farrell Pediatrics, our doctors have 91 years combined experience in offering a wide range of services from 
birth to 21 years of age. We provide diagnosis and treatment of acute and chronic conditions as well as:

FOR YOUR CHILD’S
CARE TODAY

TOMORROW

1800 Town Center Dr Suite 413, Reston, VA 20190 | 703-435-0808 | www.farrellpedatrics.com

Serving the Reston community and surrounding area for over 40 years

TysonsToday is the the 

Premium Provider of Online 

Community News sponsored by 

VivaTysons Magazine.  

TysonsToday offers area 

businesses new options for 

reaching the audience of 

online subscribers looking for 

community news via email. 

TysonsToday.com

Subscribe to Win!
Restaurant and Beauty 

Gift Certificates

Keep Current 
on Home Town Affairs

Watch    
Video’s from  

local merchats

Find        
Great Deals from area 

Service Providers

https://farrellpediatrics.com/
http://tysonstoday.com


Award-winning Nostos restaurant has a 
variety of traditional and new Greek dishes 
to stimulate your senses. Choose from over 
70 wines from several different regions of 
Greece to pair with  food or simply for the 

pleasure of your palate.

Voted Top 50 Restaurants
–Northern Virginia Magazine

Make Your 
Reservation Today! 

703.760.0690
8100 boone blvd. 
vienna, VA 22182

www.nostosrestaurant.com

NOSTOS

YO U R 
TABLE’S 
READY!
RESERVE EARLY.

Make your
Valentine’s

reservations

today!
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Couples split up for numerous 
different reasons, ranging from 
lack of common interests and 

significant life changes to money issues, 
cheating, and sex. But one of the top reasons 
couples don’t survive that’s commonly cited 
by therapists is communication problems.

So it’s essential couples understand the 
role communication styles play in marital 
discord. Throughout their relationship, 
many couples alienate each other as 
they try to communicate their needs. As 
misunderstandings escalate, even minor 
issues can turn into major ordeals. The reason 

for these serious disputes usually has more 
to do with the way couples communicate 
than what they are trying to say.

Fortunately, some factors can be changed 
if couples put forth the effort, explain 
Stanley and Howard Markman, coauthors 
of Fighting for Your Marriage: Positive 
Steps for Preventing Divorce and Preserving 
a Lasting Love. These include improving 
unrealistic beliefs about marriage, low 
commitment levels, and difficulties working 
as a team. Of particular note, negative 
communication styles, poor communication 
skills for handling disagreements, and 

ARE COMMUNICATION  
PROBLEMS ALIENATING  
YOU & YOUR PARTNER?

 Learn This Technique for a  
Relationship That Thrives

by Kimberly Blaker
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attitude differences regarding important 
issues can also be overcome.

Communication Styles
There are five communication styles, 
according to Ronald B. Adler and George 
Rodman in Understanding Human 
Communication. Many of these patterns are 
devastating to relationships.

Nonassertive communicators tend not to 
express their thoughts or feelings when conflict 
arises. They avoid issues or accommodate 
their partner instead. While 
nonassertiveness can be used 
to protect oneself from more 
harm or embarrassment, this 
style is often the result of low 
self-esteem. Alternatively, 
it may be an inability to 
communicate one’s own needs.

Two more styles of ineffective communication 
are direct and passive aggression. A person 
who uses direct aggression attacks the other 
through criticism and name-calling.

Passive aggression is harder to recognize 
but equally troubling. A passive-aggressive 
partner might agree to comply with a request 
but with no intent to follow through. He 
may also use guilt, jokes, and withholding as 
weapons against his spouse.

The indirect approach is another style of 
communication. A partner may offer subtle 
hints rather than discussing the issue 
directly. Sometimes this effectively gets the 
point across while preventing hurt feelings 
or a negative response. But it also leads to 
misunderstandings and the opportunity for 
the receiver to avoid or ignore the message.

Assertive communicators, according to Adler 
and Rodman, are the most effective because 
they are direct and clear about their feelings. 
They don’t try to control or hurt the other 
person. Assertive partners may not look 
forward to some discussions. But they’re 
able to handle these in a manner that ends 
positively and leaves couples feeling good 
about each other.

If you see yourself or your partner in any 
of the first four styles, you’ve probably 
experienced many of the problems these 

styles often create. Quarreling, escaping, and 
resentment often result. If these problems 
become too frequent, they can ultimately 
destroy your relationship.

A Better Approach
Changing old patterns isn’t easy and requires 
work. But learning to communicate with 
your partner effectively can be achieved.

One method of communication therapists 
teach clients can make arguing, yelling, 
and avoidance a thing of the past. Not 

only do couples learn 
to communicate more 
effectively, but they may 
also develop deeper bonds 
and intimacy. This can 
have a lasting effect on your 
relationship.

This technique sometimes referred to as 
Intentional Dialogue, is used in Imago 
Relationship Therapy. Through this 
technique, couples learn how to talk to their 
partner, share feelings, and really hear and 
understand each other.

Also referred to as Couple’s Dialogue, it uses 
a speaker-listener approach and consists of 
four steps.

Imago Therapist Eleanor Payson A.C.S.W. 
shares this process in her handout, Making 
the IMAGO Conscious. But before getting 
started, there are essential “ground rules” 
couples must follow.

First, explains Payson, the person who needs 
to have a discussion must initiate it by 
making a request for a specific time. Couples 
often jump into important discussions 
without making sure it’s convenient for 
their partner.

If the time requested isn’t convenient, your 
partner should schedule a time better suited 
to both of you. The discussion should be 
held within twenty-four hours.

Also, when making your request for a 
dialogue, don’t disclose the details. Tell your 
partner only the topic to avoid undue worry.

When the scheduled time arrives, the 
person making the request is responsible for 
reminding the other. During your dialogue, 

Throughout their 
relationship, many couples 

alienate each other as they try 
to communicate their needs.
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stick to the topic, and if other issues arise, 
save them for later.

Finally, your dialog should consist of four 
steps: mirroring, summarizing, validating, 
and empathizing. After you complete these 
steps, switch roles so that each of you has 
the opportunity to share your thoughts 
and feelings.

Getting Started
To begin your dialogue, sit close and facing 
each other. The first speaker is the person 
who requested the dialog.

During the four-step process, as explained 
by Payson, the receiver should not interrupt, 
except to check his understanding of his 
partner. Furthermore, he should not discuss 
his feelings, perspective, or anything else 
until the roles are switched.

The first step is to mirror. After the sender 
describes her concern, the receiver will mirror 
what his partner said and then ask if he 
understood correctly. If he has, he then asks 
if there’s more.

This exchange continues until the speaker 
has finished.

Next, the receiver summarizes his partner’s 
discussion and what he 
believes she’s trying to say. 
He should then ask if he got 
it all. If not, the mirroring 
process continues until 
he has received all of the 
important details.

Now the receiver needs to validate his 
partner by explaining that he understands 
her feelings and why. If the receiving partner 
does not yet understand his spouse’s feelings, 
the mirroring process continues.

Once the mirroring spouse understands his 
partner’s feelings, it is time to empathize. 
This means to be able to experience the 
thoughts and feelings of his partner.

Empathy is vital to any relationship as 
it “allows both partners to transcend, 
perhaps for a moment, their separateness 
and to experience a genuine ‘meeting,’” says 
Payson. “Such an experience has remarkable 
healing power.”

Therefore, during this step, your partner 
should indicate he empathizes with your 
specific feelings.

Finally, switch roles and begin the 
process again.

Taking Care Now
If communication problems are impairing 
your relationship, don’t wait for irreparable 
damage. Other effective speaker-
listener techniques are available, as well. 
In Fighting for Your Marriage, Markman, 
Stanley, and Susan L. Blumberg teach 
similar communication skills through the 
Prevention and Relationship Enhancement 
Program (PREP) approach. Look for other 
good books as well.

Keep in mind that for some couples, therapy 
may be required.

In her recent book, The Wizard of Oz and 
other Narcissists, Payson describes the 
narcissistic personality. Individuals with this 
disorder may not be capable of empathy, a 
vital element of these recommended forms 
of communication. If this may be a problem 
in your relationship, or for other reasons you 
and your partner can’t work through this 

process on your own, look 
for an Imago or similar type 
therapist.

Finally, remember, as 
Markman, Stanley, and 
Blumberg point out, 
“Good marriages take 
work. Contrary to popular 

belief, it’s not how much you love each 
other that can best predict the future of 
your relationship, but how conflicts and 
disagreements are handled.” So learn these 
techniques early in your relationship, or 
before misunderstandings escalate—and 
you’ll dramatically increase your chance for a 
successful, long-lasting relationship. v

Kimberly Blaker is a freelance writer. She also 
owns an online store, Sage Rare & Collectible 
Books, specializing in out-of-print, scarce, signed, 
and first editions; fine bindings; ephemera and 
more at sagerarebooks.com.

Not only do couples learn to 
communicate more effectively, 

but they may also develop 
deeper bonds and intimacy.
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AUTO 
INSURANCE 

n Collision Coverage
n Comprehensive Coverage
n Liability Coverage
n Medical Payments

HOME  
INSURANCE

n Homeowners Policy Coverage
n Renter’s Policy Coverage

COMMERCIAL  
INSURANCE

n Commercial Auto Insurance
n Commercial General Liability 

Insurance
n Commercial Property 

Insurance
n Workers Compensation
n Business Owner Package 

(BOP)

S O R G I U S
 I N S U R A N C E  A G E N C Y  I N C

Brad Sorgius
CALL: 571-510-3132

EMAIL: brad@leesburgagent.com
18213 Presidio Place

Round Hill, VA 20141
www.LeesburgAgent.com

Books For Improving  
Communication Skills and  

Your Relationship

Communication Miracles for 
Couples: Easy and Effective Tools 
to Create More Love and  
Less Conflict 

by Jonathan Robinson

The Wizard of Oz and Other 
Narcissists: Coping with the 
One-Way Relationship in Work, 
Love, and Family 

by Eleanor D. Payson, M.S.W.

Getting the Love You Want: A 
Guide for Couples 

by Harville Hendrix

Couple Skills: Making Your 
Relationship Work 

by Matthew McKay, Ph.D., Patrick 
Fanning, and Kim Paleg, Ph.D.

Fighting for Your Marriage: A 
Deluxe Revised Edition 

by Howard J. Markman and  
Scott M. Stanley

http://www.leesburgagent.com
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Brewed in Fairfax County. 
Poured in Fairfax County.

VISIT FXVA.COM 
TO FIND YOUR LOCAL BREWERY.

Lake Anne Brew House
Reston, VA

Celebrated dentists Dr. Daniel Han, Perio/
Prosthodontist, and Dr. Sooyeon Ahn, Orthodontist, 

in McLean invite you to discover a new level of 
services and dental excellence. Experts in the fields 

of preventive, restorative, and cosmetic dentistry, 
their experience in fixed prosthesis, periodontics, 

implantology and orthodontics, and their advanced 
study of dental sciences at The University of 

Pennsylvania, have won them respect and praise from 
industry professionals and patients alike.

703.356.7001 
Call for your assessment today! 

Get the Smile
     YOU DESERVE

After

Two-hundred Five-Star Ratings  
on Facebook, Google, & Yelp!

H H H H H

6845 ELM STREET, SUITE #450 • MCLEAN, VA  

WWW.MCLEANDMD.COM

Dental Implants
Periodontal treatment
Orthodontic treatment

Full-mouth reconstruction 
Cosmetic surgery & reconstruction

DINE IN | TAKE OUT | PRIVATE DINING | CATERING
Celebrated Chef Patrick Bazin and the culinary team at Bazin’s on Church in the heart of 

historic Vienna offers a contemporary American menu featuring organic and seasonal 
ingredients. Their award-winning wine bar features a collection of wonderful wines 

from around the world, with an emphasis on California. Reservations suggested.

MAKE YOUR RESERVATION TODAY!
703.255.7212 | bazinsonchurch.com

111 Church Street NW, | Vienna, VA 22180

https://www.fxva.com/things-to-do/wineries-breweries/breweries/
https://www.mcleandmd.com/
http://bazinsonchurch.com


7777 Leesburg Pike
Tysons Corner | Falls Church

• This Tysons Corner Office Building has a wide range of large to small 
offices to suit your needs!

• Across the street from Tysons Corner Center, Tysons Galleria Mall, the 
Greensboro Silver Line Metro, and surrounded by the vibrant 
neighborhoods of Tysons Corner and Falls Church. 

• Located conveniently on Route 7, inside the Beltway, and down the 
road from the West Falls Church Metro! 

• Easy access to I-495 HOT Lanes, Dulles Toll Road, and I-66! 

703-204-2000
www.bernsteinmanagementgroup.com

leasing@bernsteinmanagementgroup.com
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Longtime Great Falls resident Nelda 
LaTeef is an award-winning children’s 
author and illustrator. Her latest 

children’s picture book, African Proverbs For All 
Ages, which she illustrated and co-collected 
with noted anthropologist and educator Dr. 
Johnnetta Betsch Cole, is being published 
by Roaring Brook Press/Macmillan and was 
just released November 30. This inspiring 
work has already garnered significant 
recognition as it has been selected by Oprah 
Winfrey as her very first Children’s Oprah 
Book, and it has been named a Junior 
Library Guild Gold Standard Selection. 

This approachable book invites children 
and adults alike to explore and reflect 
on complex notions about relationships, 
identity, society, and the human condition. 
Nelda notes, “What is distinctive about the 
book is that it encourages lively debate as 
to which of the four proverbs framing each 
of the sixteen illustrations best captures 
the picture’s narrative. This approach 
invites readers to analyze each proverb for 
themselves.” 

Dr. Johnnetta Betsch Cole describes the 
concept succinctly. “It has been said that 
a proverb is a short sentence based on 

AFRICAN PROVERBS FOR ALL AGES

Universal Wisdom 
FROM AROUND THE CORNER

By Allison Chase Sutherland
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long experience. Whether you’re young or 
old, proverbs can open your mind to new 
ways of seeing the world. We underestimate 
children when we assume they are incapable 
of understanding metaphor and deeper 
meaning. Children need their imaginations 
engaged and their visual sensibilities 
ignited.” And as adults, we have a tendency 
to limit ourselves when we focus exclusively 
on practical matters. In essence, proverbs can 
“stir our souls and spark our imaginations.” 
And don’t we all need a little more of that in 
our lives?

Copies of African Proverbs For All Ages is 
available everywhere books are sold.

Nelda Lateef is also the award-winning 
author and illustrator of The Hunter and the 
Ebony Tree, Animal Village, and The Talking 
Baobab Tree. She grew up in a US Foreign 
Service family and spent her childhood 
internationally, attending schools in Europe, 
Africa, and Asia. Her impressive background 
includes a degree in social anthropology from 
Harvard University. She has also traveled 
throughout West Africa conducting field 
research. 

Collaborator Johnnetta Betsch Cole 
possesses a notable set of accomplishments 
as well. She holds a BA in sociology from 
Oberlin College and Master’s and doctorate 
degrees from Northwestern University. 
Remarkably, Johnnetta is the only person 
to have served as president of both Spelman 
and Bennett Colleges. She was the director 
of the Smithsonian National Museum of 
African Art from 2009 to 2016 and now 
serves as chair of the board and president of 
the National Council of Negro Women.

Many enthusiastic reviews attest to the 
instrinsic value of this addition to literature 
for young and older readers alike. 

Linguist and scholar of the Yorùbá language, 
Olásopé O. Oyèláràn, observes, “The genius 
of African Proverbs For All Ages is that each 
stunningly eloquent panel offers a teachable 
moment. In this regard, this gem of a book 
leads readers of all ages, of all lands and 
climes, towards a shared understanding.”

Marian Wright Edelman, President Emerita 
of the Children’s Defense Fund, writes, “This 

beautifully illustrated collection of wisdom 
will be a treasure for children and the adults 
who share this book with them.” 

“Again and again these irresistible pictures 
invite you to turn the pages of this quietly 
powerful book... and to discover exactly 
the inspiring words you need to hear at the 
moment,” astutely perceives Ann Temkin, 
Chief Curator of Painting and Sculpture, The 
Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) v

“The genius of African 
Proverbs For All Ages is 
that each stunningly eloquent 
panel offers a teachable 
moment. In this regard, this 
gem of a book leads readers 
of all ages, of all lands and 
climes, towards a shared 
understanding.”
– Olásopé O. Oyèláràn
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When I was a kid living in the DC 
area, I had no idea that other people 
had to drive hours and hours to get 

to an airport. Living so close to two international 
and one national airport, I naively believed that 
everyone had the luxury of driving 20 minutes to 
their local airport. Once it sunk in that everyone 
has different realities, it gave me new perspective. 
This obviously applies to 
the current Covid situation. 
Travelers have different realities 
depending on where they are 
going. They need practical 
information to make their 
journeys as simple as possible.

Over the past six months to a 
year, I’ve had clients travel to 
many different places across 
Europe, the Caribbean, Mexico, and Central 
America. All have had to do Covid testing of 
some sort, whether both ways or just when 
returning to the USA. With constantly changing 
rules, I am happy to say that not one of my 

clients misunderstood the requirements for each 
country’s testing and no one contracted Covid. 
Everyone had a wonderful time even though they 
had to test, wear masks, and provide proof of 
vaccination in most of the places they visited.

I had the same experience with my personal 
travels over the past year whether here in the US 

or abroad. The biggest trip that 
we (my husband and I) took was 
a whirlwind trip of Northern Italy 
including towns on Lakes Bellagio 
and Garda, Milan, and Venice. 
I have traveled to these places 
before, but I wanted to introduce 
them to my husband. We were so 
ready to enjoy Europe for the first 
time since the Pandemic started!

We had to take a Covid test 
according to the Italian government’s requirements, 
fill out a special form and upload the information 
to our airline reservations. Upon arrival (after 
14 hours of wearing masks which proved to be 
effortless for us), we were whisked to our hotel. 

Traveling 
DURING THE PANDEMIC

by Jeannine Bottorff

The Covid testing, and proof 
of vaccine requirements 

referred to in this article may 
change by publication dates. 

Always refer to official sources 
of Covid information prior to 
travel to ensure compliance.

Travel
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From there everything proceeded as normal with 
the caveat being that we had to show our CDC 
vaccination card upon entry to restaurants and to 
museums. It was easy!

We spent a few days each in Bellagio, Sirmione 
(a charming town on Lake Garda), Milan, and 
Venice. We enjoyed touring villas, boating, and 
hiking on both lakes, saw The Last Supper and 
Sforza Castle in Milan and walked miles and 
miles in Venice. Each place was lively with few 
closed doors and many happy faces (covered 
with masks) welcoming you back to Italy. We 
felt safety precautions were being observed 
while allowing us to dine, explore and enjoy 
without worry. It was a romantic and beautiful 
return to Europe.

On our last day in Italy, the hotel arranged a 
rapid Covid test at the hotel. We had results in 
15 minutes and provided us with both paper and 
electronic copies of the results. Later in the day 
we had to upload to our airline reservation. Easy! 
With my clients, when the hotels were not able to 
offer this service, we’ve been able to direct clients 
to take their covid tests for the return to the US 
at nearby facilities. 

If you are still hesitating to travel because the 
requirements seem overwhelming or if you 
think the places you want to visit are no longer 
the exciting and dynamic places you want to 
see, take a deep breath. Are things different? 
Yes. Are there some concerning and annoying 
part to travel right now? Yes, but I am glad I 
was able to participate, even if the experience 
is slightly more complicated than it was pre-
covid. The world is waiting. v

Jeannine Bottorff is the owner of Journeys by Jeannine, spe-
cializing in custom-designed travel experiences for those who 
are too busy to plan or want a multi-destination itinerary 
they can’t create on their own. 

WEB INFORMATION

National Authority Links

Use one or more of the following sources 
to find the appropriate authority for both 

final destinations and for countries you will 
transit during travel. Each of the following 
websites should lead to the same national 
authority. Check more than one to ensure 

you have the correct information.

Sherpa 
Easy to use. Follow links listed  

under “Source.”

apply.joinsherpa.com/travel-restrictions 

IATA 
The International Air Transport Association 

provides the most definitive source of 
information for the travel industry.

www.iatatravelcentre.com

U.S. Government 
Information posted by the U.S. 

Government. Click on each country and 
follow posted links to get information.

travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/
COVID-19-Country-Specific-Information.html 

Travel

https://apply.joinsherpa.com/travel-restrictions?fbclid=IwAR0xs68BkpjFAl3sVzScfjz5UrcxkFDJyN8KjbbOlfCk7w9pbvW159Ab9oc
https://www.iatatravelcentre.com/
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/COVID-19-Country-Specific-Information.html
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We welcome Aazaz Haq, MD, of the McLean 
Neuropsychiatric Treatment Center, to 

our community in McLean, Virginia. Dr. Haq is 
a psychiatrist certified by the American Board of 
Psychiatry and Neurology in both Psychiatry and 
Geriatric Psychiatry. 

Dr. Haq is a graduate of University of Michigan 
Medical School in Ann Arbor, where he also 
completed his psychiatric residency.  Afterwards, 
he did a geriatric psychiatric fellowship at UCLA. 
He has worked in various clinical settings—
including inpatient units, nursing homes, 
and academic centers. He is a former Clinical 
Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at Stanford 
University.

 The primary focus of Dr. Haq’s practice is 
the care and management of patients with 

treatment-resistant depression—that is, 
persistent depression that does not improve with 
psychotherapy and/or medications alone.  Dr. 
Haq prides himself on carefully evaluating the 
nature of each patient’s depressive symptoms 
and arriving at an individualized plan of care. He 
recognizes the unique challenges that depression 
poses for patients and prioritizes forming a close 
therapeutic alliance with each of his patients.

 Advanced techniques offered at the McLean 
Neuropsychiatric Treatment Center to treat 
depression are:

n Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation 
(TMS) – TMS uses targeted magnetic pulses 
to stimulate activity in parts of the brain that 
are underactive in individuals with depression. 

n Esketamine (Spravato) – Esketamine is an 
FDA-approved nasal spray that is fast acting 
compared with conventional antidepressants. 
When prescribed with an oral antidepressant, 
response rates for depression are greater than 
50%. 

n Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT) – The 
gold standard treatment for severe depression. 
This misunderstood treatment has up to an 
80% response rate in patients.     

n Vagus Nerve Stimulation (VNS) – 
Traditionally used for epilepsy, VNS has 
increasing evidence in providing relief for 
patients with depression. The VNS device 
send regular, mild pulses of electrical energy 
to the vagus nerve. Dr. Haq’s practice is part of 
a nationwide research on VNS in depression. 

Other psychiatric issues that Dr. Haq treats include 
anxiety and bipolar disorders, schizophrenia, and 
PTSD. He is an expert in Geriatric Psychiatry. 
He has served as an expert witness in numerous 
cases involving elder financial abuse. Dr. Haq’s 
practice accepts most insurance carriers, including 
Medicare and Medicaid.  The clinic’s website is 
www.mcleanntc.com

Dr. Haq has always had an affinity for the 
Washington DC, metropolitan area. He decided 
to make his roots here because of extensive family 
in the vicinity. Please welcome the newest star to 
the local medical community! v

Medical Spotlight:
Aazaz Haq, MD

Health
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The Launch of the NEW Generation 
CoolSculpting Elite is here, what 

does this mean for the consumer? 

The NEW CoolSculpting Elite is tai-
lor-made to deliver Allergan’s best tech-
nology in a model that most people will 
appreciate. Allergan’s planning and engi-
neering to develop this new model was 
to be at the forefront of the noninvasive 
body contouring world. This technology 
was completed far in advance. In the ev-
er-changing aesthetic world, everyone is 
looking for great results without the risk 
of having surgery done or any downtime 
by staying at home for weeks after a pro-
cedure. The CoolSculpting Team recog-
nized the need to reinvent their device to 
the best technology on the market to date. 

The company was successful in intro-
ducing the NEW CoolSculpting Elite, 
better engineered, 100% of people are 
getting faster and greater results then 
ever seen before. With two applicators 
on each machine, freezing more fat in 
less time is possible. The new rede-
signed applicators have better contact, 
a better grip without pain on the body. 
Even the device itself is quieter for a 
more relaxing treatment.

In many cases, only one treatment per 
area is needed. With the new CoolSculpt-
ing Elite, people may see results as ear-
ly as three weeks. However, to see full 
results, it may take a few months. The 
new CoolSculpting Elite applicators cov-
er up to 18% more surface skin than the 
original CoolSculpting and you can treat 
virtually every area on the body. It is safe 
and cleared by the FDA.

Astoria Laser Clinic & Med Spa mod-
els itself after companies like Allergan 
to always house the newest generation 
machines and is proud to be a partner in 
the NEW CoolSculpting Elite endeav-
or. To build muscles without a rigorous 
workout regime, Allergan is also the 
developer of the more recent CooTone 
device. For any information about these 
treatment options or other procedures, 
a free consultation is recommended. A 
technician can be reached by calling the 
Astoria Laser Clinic’s office in Vienna, 
Virginia directly. v

THE NEW GENERATION 

CoolSculpting Elite

Beauty

THE NEW GENERATION

CoolSculpting Elite
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Daniel P. Lash CFP,® AIF®

Partner, Financial Advisor

TOP 
FINANCIAL 
ADVISORS

Dan is a partner at VLP Financial Advisors and has been 
active in the profession for over 20 years and has developed 
a unique ability to talk honestly and directly to his clients, 
helping guide them past their short-term worries and 
encouraging them to focus on their bigger financial 
picture. His approach has resulted in long-term client 
relationships that are built on a foundation of trust and 
understanding.

Dan works with individuals and families to help them 
create and pursue their financial goals. He advises clients on 
their investments, retirement, insurance, and estate planning 
needs.  He also works with small businesses to help them navigate 
their employer sponsored retirement plans and understand their 
succession options and insurance needs.

Dan is a passionate advocate for the financial planning profession and was 
the 2016 president of the Financial Planning Association National Capital 
Area Chapter which is a group dedicated to high standards of  
professional competence, ethical conduct and clear, complete disclosure.

(703)356-4360 x703
DLash@vlpfa.com

Chris Mellone CFA,® AIF,®CFP® 

Financial Advisor

TOP 
FINANCIAL 
ADVISORS

Chris Mellone is passionate about being informed on 
current events and understating their dynamic effect on 
global markets. He believes that executing a defined 
and disciplined investment process is one of the most 
essential parts of financial planning.

Chris works with individuals and families to create 
strategic investment strategies that reflect their investment 
goals. He also works with his corporate clients to design and 
manage their company retirement plans as well as develop 
and deliver employee financial education.

Chris is frequently quoted in many various news outlets 
and is a tenured board member for the Financial Planning 
Association (FPA) National Capital Area Chapter.

(703)356-4360 x722
CMellone@vlpfa.com

8391 Old Courthouse Road, Suite 203
Vienna, VA 22182
www.vlpfa.com

8391 Old Courthouse Road, Suite 203
Vienna, VA 22182
www.vlpfa.com

Registered Representatives of and offering securities and Advisory Services 
through Cetera Advisor Networks LLC, member FINRA/SIPC a Broker/
Dealer and Registered Investment Advisor. Cetera is under separate ownership 
from any other named entity.

Registered Representatives of and offering securities and Advisory Services 
through Cetera Advisor Networks LLC, member FINRA/SIPC a Broker/
Dealer and Registered Investment Advisor. Cetera is under separate ownership 
from any other named entity.

https://www.vlpfa.com/team/daniel-p-lash-cfp-aif
https://www.vlpfa.com/team/daniel-p-lash-cfp-aif
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Naj Altaf
Founding Partner, Wealth Manager
Naj Altaf has provided financial planning services to individuals, 
families, and businesses for over 25 years. Naj’s approach is based 
on carefully listening to and understanding his clients’ needs and 
aspirations. He then leverages the principles of proper asset 
allocation to structure financial management strategies tactically 
aligned with the client. Naj focuses on what is most important 
to his clients- simplifying the complexities of personal finance 
and maintaining a disciplined approach. His experience gained 
in navigating multiple market cycles and his background in 
supervision and regulatory compliance allow Naj to deliver a unique 
wealth management experience.

Driven by a desire to interact with planning clients more closely, Naj 
transitioned from executive leadership at Capital One to an end-client 
facing Wealth Manager role at Capital Harvest Wealth Partners. Naj’s success 
in developing strong relationships, providing high-quality guidance and results, 
and delivering a client service experience second to none has been integral to his 
growth. Naj is a deeply committed financial services professional with an  
extensive background as a Financial Advisor as well as in executive leadership.  
Naj resides in Northern Virginia with his wife and two children. (703) 943-0882

najaltaf@capharvest.com

www.CapHarvest.com

Jason Wright
Founding Partner, Financial Advisor

 (703) 554-4624
JasonWright@capharvest.com

www.CapHarvest.com

Securities and investment advisory services offered through Woodbury Financial 
Services, Inc. (WFS), member FINRA/SIPC. WFS is separately owned and 
other entities and/or marketing names, products, or services referenced here are 
independent of WFS. Please visit our website for additional disclosures.

Securities and investment advisory services offered through Woodbury Financial Services, Inc. (WFS), 
member FINRA/SIPC. WFS is separately owned and other entities and/or marketing names, products, 
or services referenced here are independent of WFS. Please visit our website for additional  
disclosures.*Third-party rankings and recognitions are no guarantee of future investment success  
and do not ensure that a client or prospective client will experience a higher level of  
performance or results.

Jason Wright is a second-generation financial advisor and offers 
clients more than 13 years of financial industry experience, 
including positions with independent registered investment 
advisory firms, investment banks, and retail bank programs. 
For the last 10 years, he had served as a Vice President and 
Financial Advisor with Capital One Investing. While at 
Capital One, Jason was recognized as Financial Advisor of 
the Year–Virginia Region 2014, 2015–awarded by Capital One 
Investing to the top financial professional, out of a group of 20, 
based on revenue generated and a clean compliance record.

Jason implements a goals-based financial planning process tailored 
to the unique needs of each individual client, family, or business. 
He holds himself accountable to the belief that client relationships 
are strengthened by providing a high level of transparency, clarity, and 
responsiveness. Jason spearheads a team-based approach, working directly 
with professionals used by the client, including the CPA, estate planning 
attorney, private banker, and mortgage lender to coordinate all aspects of the 
financial picture.  Jason resides in Great Falls, Virginia with  
his wife and his son.

https://www.capharvest.com/our-team
https://www.capharvest.com/jason-wright
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Contact us for your consultation today!
(571) 378-1398 | www.mcleanntc.com
6849 Old Dominion Drive, Suite 340 | McLean, VA 22101

FIND HOPE NOW
Relief from Depression is Possible.

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) | Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT)
Esketamine (Spravato)

Aazaz Haq, MD
Dr. Haq is a psychiatrist who has an acute sensitivity and passion for treating severe 
depression, particularly in people whose depression is not responsive to standard 
medication and psychotherapy treatments. He specializes in the safe and effective use of 
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), esketamine (Spravato), and electroconvulsive 
therapy (ECT) to provide relief and hope for such patients.

Chip Rockey, CFP®
Founding Partner, Financial Advisor

Chip is a deeply committed financial services professional 
with an extensive background as a Financial Advisor as 
well as in executive leadership. For 17 years Chip has 
served his clients by taking a comprehensive approach 
to wealth management utilizing investment, tax, 
retirement, insurance, and estate planning to create 
strategies aligned with each individual need. His 
ultimate goal is to establish long-term relationships 
with the families he serves by guiding them through the 
accumulation, preservation, and distribution phases of their  
financial life-cycle.

Chip maintains the Series 7, 66, and 24 (General Securities 
Principal) registrations along with Life and Health insurance 
licenses. His past affiliations have been with Capital One and 
Chevy Chase Financial Services. Chip is also a Certified Financial 
PlannerTM CFP® professional. He is a graduate of the University of 
Maryland with a BS in Finance and Marketing. Chip resides in  
Vienna, Virginia with his wife and two children. (703) 943-0882

ChipRockey@capharvest.com

www.CapHarvest.com
Securities and investment advisory services offered through Woodbury Financial 
Services, Inc. (WFS), member FINRA/SIPC. WFS is separately owned and 
other entities and/or marketing names, products, or services referenced here are 
independent of WFS. Please visit our website for additional disclosures.

https://www.mcleanntc.com/
https://www.capharvest.com/christopher-chip-rockey-cfp
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Rose M. Price CFP,® AIF®

Partner, Financial Advisor

TOP 
FINANCIAL 
ADVISORS

Rose is a partner at VLP Financial Advisors and has been 
active in the profession since 2000. Rose joined VLP 
in 2001 and has worked just about every job at the 
company and knows our business from top to bottom. 
Rose is actively involved in the Financial Planning 
profession and currently serves as the President of the 
Financial Planning Association National Capital Area 
Chapter; an organization dedicated to high standards of 
professional competence, ethical conduct and clear, complete 
disclosure.

Rose works with individuals and families to provide financial 
confidence and allow them to focus on what they enjoy most.  
She guides clients through their financial options by creating well-
designed financial plans and strategic investment strategies. She also 
works with corporate clients to design and manage their company 
retirement plans and develop and deliver employee education. (703)356-4360 x702

RPrice@vlpfa.com

Belle Osvath CFP,® AIF® CSLP®

Financial Advisor

TOP 
FINANCIAL 
ADVISORS

Belle Osvath has a unique approach to financial advice, she 
believes that it is her role to act as a financial translator, 
helping her clients fully understand complex financial 
strategies and identify what is best for them.

She works with clients to guide them through their 
financial options by creating well-designed financial 
plans and strategic investment strategies that align their 
investments with their long-term goals. She also works with 
corporate clients to manage their company retirement plans as 
well as develop and deliver employee financial education.

She is a board member of the Financial Planning Association 
National Capital Area Chapter which is a group dedicated to 
high standards of professional competence, ethical conduct and clear, 
complete disclosure.

(703)356-4360 x719
BOsvath@vlpfa.com

8391 Old Courthouse Road, Suite 203
Vienna, VA 22182
www.vlpfa.com

8391 Old Courthouse Road, Suite 203
Vienna, VA 22182
www.vlpfa.com

Registered Representatives of and offering securities and Advisory Services 
through Cetera Advisor Networks LLC, member FINRA/SIPC a Broker/Dealer 
and Registered Investment Advisor. Cetera is under separate ownership from 
any other named entity.

Registered Representatives of and offering securities and Advisory Services 
through Cetera Advisor Networks LLC, member FINRA/SIPC a Broker/Dealer 
and Registered Investment Advisor. Cetera is under separate ownership from 
any other named entity.

https://www.vlpfa.com/team/bruce-d-vaughn-cfp-aif
https://www.vlpfa.com/team/daniel-p-lash-cfp-aif
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Sarah Avila CFP,® CDFA®

Financial Advisor

TOP 
FINANCIAL 
ADVISORS

Sarah works with individuals and couples providing goal-
based financial plans and strategic investment strategies 
that help prepare clients to meet their short-term and 
long-term goals. She advises her clients in the areas of 
retirement, Social Security, insurance, investing, tax 
considerations, and estate planning.  

Sarah is a Certified Divorce Financial Analyst®.  She helps 
clients and their attorneys better understand the financial 
complexities of the divorce process and consider the long-term 
effects of alternative settlement proposals.  She is also trained as 
a financial neutral in the Collaborative Divorce Process.  

Sarah started her career as a mathematics teacher.  Her knowledge 
and experience in education continue to play a key role in helping her 
clients navigate complex financial situations. She excels at assisting her 
clients in understanding their options and guiding them in the steps they 
can take to pursue their long-term goals.

(703)356-4360 x725
SbAvila@vlpfa.com

8391 Old Courthouse Road, Suite 203
Vienna, VA 22182
www.vlpfa.com

CVbg

C & C
G A R A G E

334 Dominion Rd., NE | Vienna, VA 22180
WWW.CAND C GAR AGE.C OM

703.281.5570

Your hometown auto experts remind 
you to have your automobile checked 
for the heat of Summer. C & C Garage 
o� ers excellent automotive repairs and 
state and emissions inspections in our 
certi� ed repair facility in the heart of 

Vienna, VA.

703-790-1320
1500 Cornerside Blvd. Suite 310,
Tysons Corner, VA 22182
www.islandchildrensdentistry.com

Services
Preventive Dentistry
Cleaning
Sedation
X-Rays

Special Needs Children
Emergency Services
Patient Comfort 
Cutting-Edge Technology

OPEN SATURDAYS

“Our main concern is 
what is best for your child.”

$99 Special 
Includes: 

Full exam, 

Cleaning and
 

X-raysDr. Gema Island
Board Certified Pediatric Dentist

https://www.vlpfa.com/team/sarah-graham-cmfc
https://www.candcgarage.com/
https://islandchildrensdentistry.com/


529 Maple Ave. West, Vienna, VA 22180 
703.255.5050 | www.princessjeweler.com

Jewelry | Diamonds | Custom Design | Repair | Appraisals
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BUY JEWELRY
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BEST PLACE TO

“Over a lifetime, a woman looks 
at her ring a million times...”

Remember her this
Valentine’s Day!

Monday, February, 14th

Princess_Jewelers_JanFeb2022_full.indd   1Princess_Jewelers_JanFeb2022_full.indd   1 12/23/21   11:55 AM12/23/21   11:55 AM

https://princessjeweler.com/
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(301) 471-1576 
8381 Old Courthouse Rd, Suite 160

Vienna, VA 22182

www.capharvest.com

Our goal is to provide you with guidance that can help you understand and better define your financial 
goals. Our financial planning process begins with carefully listening to the needs and goals of each indi-
vidual, family and business that we serve. Everyone is unique, so at the heart of our planning process we 

focus on getting to know you and what’s most important to you

Our services include:

No one strategy fits everyone, which is why every client gets our undivided attention — 
from planning to execution to follow-up

We Help You Grow
The Life You Want

Financial Planning Investment  
Management

Retirement Planning Wealth Management

Asset Transitions Proper Asset 
Titling 

Estate Planning

401(k) and  
403(b) Planning

Efficient Tax and  
Education Planning

Meet with an advisor to create a financial strategy tailored to your goals.

Securities and investment advisory services offered through Woodbury Financial Services, Inc. (WFS), member FINRA/SIPC. WFS is separately owned and other 
entities and/or marketing names, products, or services referenced here are independent of WFS. Please visit our website for additional disclosures.

https://www.capharvest.com/
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Health

CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE 

Wine Industry
Will climate change  
make a difference?

By Linda Barrett

Wine

Climate change is a top of mind topic with 
many, and for none so much as those 
involved in the wine industry. Raising 

delicate grapevines requires ideal conditions to 
produce the highest-quality wines, and to survive, 
growers must learn to adapt or pivot.

In a New York Times article titled “How Climate 
Change Impacts Wine,” author Eric Asimov notes 
that grape growers “have been noting profound 
changes in weather patterns since the 1990s.” 
Hotter summers, warmer winters, droughts, fires 
and violent storms are showing an impact on the 
wine industry.

Some Areas May Thrive, While 
Others May Not

In some areas of Europe, like Alsace, Burgundy, 
Barolo, Champagne, and Germany’s Mosel 
and Rhine Valleys, warmer growing seasons 
are enabling winemakers to consistently 
create exceptional wines. This new prosperity 
has sent land and wine prices soaring, and 
according to Asimov, have turned winemakers 
into “global superstars.”

However, “the French Mediterranean coast, 
Greece and Italy could become too hot for wine 

growing by the year 2050. And the United States 
could lose 81% of its best wine-growing land by 
2100,” reports the Financial Times. 

Adaptive changes to climate change include the 
following:

Larger growing areas

Areas formerly too cold to effectively grow 
grapes for fine wine are now seeing their vines 
thriving. Winemaking is expanding north in the 
Northern Hemisphere and south in the Southern 
Hemisphere. As an example, England is now 
developing a world-class sparkling wine industry, 
with vineyards scattered along its southern coast 
where the chalky soils resemble that of France’s 
Champagne region. Countries as far north as 
Denmark, Sweden and Norway are also planting 
vines more adaptable to colder weather. In the 
Southern Hemisphere, growers are experimenting 
in Patagonia.

Higher Altitudes

Growers are able to plant at higher elevations 
than ever before, where the heat lasts for shorter 
periods and the nights are cooler. This enables 
the grapes to mature at an even pace for a longer 
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Wine

period of time. Some of the highest vineyards in 
the world lie in northern Argentina at altitudes 
from 5,000 to 11,000 feet. In Washington State, 
growers are experimenting at 3,000 feet higher 
than usual.

Overripening

Wine grapes are one of the most sensitive crops 
due to variations in temperature and precipitation, 
and can only be grown in places supporting the 
balance of heat and precipitation. Grapevines 
tend to flourish when planted on southern-facing 
slopes where they would receive the most sun. 
Now the problem is how to protect them from 
the heat. North-facing slopes are coming into 
demand.

New Varieties

Because of climate change, some growers will 
become unable to sustain varietals they have 
been planting for centuries. They will be forced 
to abandon grapes formerly associated with their 
region. This is already occurring in the Napa 
Valley and the Bordeaux region of France—both 
regions associated with cabernet sauvignon. 
Additional grapes are being considered.

Infestations

Because of warmer weather conditions, grape 
insect pests can live a longer life and range 
further. Milder winters may not kill off insects or 
fungi that may harm grapevines.

Weather Issues

Climate change has wreaked havoc with 
weather patterns, raising anything from drought 
conditions to sudden and violent storms. Smoke 
from wildfires can also affect a grape’s flavor. 
Experienced winemakers trusted the seasons and 
weather patterns to plan their harvests, but now 
have to learn how to manage conditions. Water 
or dry days can no longer be taken for granted.

A report given at the 13th Australian Wine 
Industry Technical Conference by G.V. Jones 
stated, “Grape growing can become challenging 
and maybe even impossible. Changes will be 
evidenced mostly through more rapid plant 
growth and out-of-balance ripening profiles.”

“In a warmer environment, the grapevine will 
go through its phenological events more rapidly, 
resulting in earlier and likely higher sugar 
ripeness, and while the grower or winemaker 
is waiting for flavors to develop, the acidity is 
lost through respiration resulting in unbalanced 
wines without greater after-harvest inputs or 
adjustments in the winery.”

n In a warm-climate region, with its more 
consistent temperatures, grapes gently 
transition with a longer ripening period, 
but also lose some of their natural acidity, 
producing more fruity wines with less acidity.

n In cooler-climate regions, the steeper 
temperature changes between summer and 
fall preserve acidity, but force the grapes into 
a longer ripening period, causing a more tart 
and acidic flavor.

For the highest-quality wines, conditions must 
include: warm temperatures, no extreme heat, 
and a low frost damage risk. When impacted 
by climate changes, winemakers can add color, 
acid, sugar and flavors in the winery through 
the inclusion of additional blends of other wine 
grapes. Lower-quality grapes that produce what is 
commonly known as “table wine” can be grown 
across nearly all climate ranges.

The Wine Tourism Industry Impact

Season after season of drought and wildfires has 
caused a 55% drop in 2020 to California’s wine 
tourism and a shift is taking place from promoting 
the destination to protecting the region’s natural 
resources. Officials there are implementing the 
Napa Green certification program for vineyards 
and wineries to become sustainable, responsible, 
and committed to environmental stewardship 
and climate action in Napa County. The Napa 
Green program is one of only four sustainable 
winegrowing programs nationwide offering the 
opportunity for comprehensive soil-to-bottle 
certification in both the vineyard and the winery.

Climate change is real and for those who love 
wine, there are changes on the horizon. But as an 
industry that has survived for thousands of years, 
it will continue to provide high-quality wines for 
all to enjoy. v
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s BAZIN’S ON CHURCH 
Vienna | American | $$$
Set on historic Church Street in the heart of Vienna, Bazin’s on Church 
continues to exceed the expectations of the town’s discriminating diners. 
Chef Patrick Bazin’s modern American cuisine is simply extraordinary. Stop 
in for a drink at the bar or a delicious meal in their comfortable and casual 
dining area. Reservations are strongly recommended. 
111 Church St. | 703.255.7212  
www.bazinsonchurch.com

s CAFE OGGI {CLOSED}
McLean | Italian | $$
For over 27 years, Café Oggi has reflected a pure and newfound 
combination of Italy’s old world sophistication with McLean’s 
contemporary novelty. With authentic preparations in an inviting and 
warm atmosphere, Café Oggi aims to please. Pasta, fresh fish, succulent 
veal, a notable wine list, and more.
6671 Old Dominion Dr | 703.442.7360 
www.cafeoggi.com 

s NOSTOS
Vienna | Greek | $$
Presenting a fresh take on Greek cuisine, Nostos offers fresh food in 
sharing-sized portions. Try one of their 50 different wines from different 
regions of Greece to complement your lunch or dinner. The menu 
showcases new and traditional Greek dishes, as well as fresh fish from 
the Mediterranean Sea.
8100 Boone Blvd. | 703.760.0690
www.nostosrestaurant.com

s RISTORANTE BONAROTI
Vienna | Italian | $$
Warm and romantic, Bonaroti’s is a favorite of Italian fine dining patrons. 
Enjoy an extensive wine list and culinary creations made of the freshest and 
finest ingredients from Italy. There is everything from calamari to antipasti 
dishes and entrées of seafood, veal, and lamb.
428 Maple Ave E. | 703.281.7550  
www.bonarotirestaurant.com 

s MAGGIO’S
Vienna | Greek-Italian | $
Specializing in Greek and Italian cuisine with American favorites, Maggio’s 
offers award winning Mediterranean selections such as Greek festive 
rotisserie chicken, classic gyros, souvlaki, moussaka, pita wraps, and falafel, 
as well as their popular marinated flame broiled lamb chops, and Italian 
specialties. Committed to healthy eating, they use only the freshest, high 
quality ingredients and cooking methods.
21 Maple Ave E | 703.938.7777  
www.maggiosvienna.com

Taste

https://www.bazinsonchurch.com/
https://nostosrestaurant.com/
http://bonarotirestaurant.com/
https://maggiosvienna.com/
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s CAFE RENAISSANCE
Vienna | French | $$
Touted as the most romantic dinner in Northern Virginia, Cafe 
Renaissance is an elegant restaurant in the true sense of Parisian 
tradition and is Vienna’s most sophisticated dining experience. An 
old-world destination with an enormous wine list and ornate, gilded 
rooms, its cuisine is classic French with a modern twist and an Italian 
accent.
163 Glyndon St SE | 703.938.3311
www.caferenaissance.com

s DOLCE VITA ITALIAN KITCHEN & WINE BAR
Fairfax | Italian | $
Stop at a bar along the piazza in sunny Sardinia, or linger at a trattoria in 
Venice’s San Marco Square and you will be invited to experience cicchetti 
(chi-KET-tee), small plates or side dishes from the legendary cuisine of 
Italy. Now you can also enjoy cicchetti closer to home, at Dolce Veloce. 
These small plates offer a variety of flavors, from seafoods, salumes, and 
salads to skewered meats, risotto, and Mediterranean plates of olives and 
cheese.
10824 Fairfax Boulevard | 703.385.1530
www.dolcevitaitaliankitchenandwinebar.com

s NOT YOUR AVERAGE JOE’S 
Reston | American | $$
Enjoy fun and eclectic cuisine from every corner of the globe. Not Your 
Average Joe’s began with the goal to create a unique neighborhood place 
where people know your name, where the food and prices are great, and 
where you feel special without dressing up. The large restaurant features 
a full bar, two seasonal outdoor patios, an open kitchen, and a wood-
burning oven, all in a bright and polished atmosphere.
1845 Fountain Dr. Reston, VA | 571-234-8200 
www.notyouraveragejoes.com/reston/

s L’AUBERGE CHEZ FRANCOIS 
Great Falls | French | $$$
Internationally acclaimed, L’Auberge Chez François transports diners to the 
Alsatian countryside in this rustic French country inn, nestled among lush 
woods and fragrant gardens. Well-known as the place to celebrate special 
occasions for more than 60 years, L’Auberge Chez François offers an authentic 
menu, full of the flavors of Alsace and traditional French cuisine. Expect 
professional fine dining service, extreme attention to detail in a casual yet 
elegant atmosphere. Reservations recommended.
332 Springvale Rd, Great Falls, VA  | 703.759.3800   
www.laubergechezfrancois.com

s ZEFFIRELLI RISTORANTE ITALIANO
Herndon | Italian | $$
This upscale, white-tablecloth Tuscan-Italian restaurant serves pasta, seafood 
and popular veal chops. If you are looking for a quiet Italian dinner in Herndon, 
this is the place. They have great food, amazing service and make a wonderful 
cappuccino.
728 Pine St, Herndon, VA | 703-318-7000 
zeffirelliristorante.com

Taste

https://www.dolcevitaitaliankitchenandwinebar.com/
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Looking for something low-key but a little 
different, my husband and I recently headed to 
Hawk and Griffin, a British-style pub located 
on the west end of Maple Avenue in Vienna. 
The small outdoor patio in front was deserted 
on this chilly and rainy night but would make 
a pleasant spot for afternoon people-watching 
in better weather. Inside was warm and 
welcoming if surprisingly quiet on a Saturday 
night, although it was a little early.

While we waited several minutes to be seated, 
we took in our surroundings. A wall separates 
the long narrow bar from the dining room. 
The barstools were all occupied, but a couple 
of tables were available. Two small side rooms, 
or “snugs,” sit across from each other near the 

entrance, and a family with young children 
has taken advantage of the more private space. 
The dining room is more open and airier than 
I expected but with lots of warm wood to give 
it a cozy feel. The design and décor, including 
high-backed wooden booths and plain wooden 
tables and chairs, are meant to evoke the 
Edwardian era of the early 1900s, according to 
the pub’s website.

On the way to our table, we passed a small stage 
where live bands perform on Thursday nights. 
Hawk and Griffin also holds open mic nights 
on Tuesdays, pub trivia on Wednesdays, and, 
of course, Premier League football viewing. 
As we settled in, a manager chatting with a 
nearby table was explaining that Saturdays are 

HAWK & GRIFFIN
 An English  

Pub Experience 
IN VIENNA

By Analiese Kreutzer
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usually somewhat quiet, but Thursdays are much 
busier. Most of the tables in the dining room are 
occupied by groups of adults or families with 
children. Although there are several televisions, 
they are not overwhelming, and the sound is 
turned down. 

The menu is small and made up of classic 
English pub fare, including bangers and mash, 
cottage pie, fish and chips, and curries. A kids’ 
menu, appetizers, and a rotating dessert menu 
are available, as are late-night bar snacks, and 
a weekend brunch. The beer menu includes 
selections from Europe as well as local breweries. 
There is also a small wine list and a gin list

After waiting to be seated, I began to have doubts 
about the service when we waited another seven 
or eight minutes before our waiter stopped 
to greet us, but my outlook improved when 
he apologized for the delay and the rest of our 
evening progressed smoothly. Our food and 
drinks arrived promptly without making us feel 
rushed and the server was attentive without 
hovering. When we ordered, I mentioned we 
would need to place a to-go order before we left 
and not to let me forget. I really didn’t expect him 
to remind me, but not only did he remember, he 
checked back at a perfect time during our meal 
to place the order to have it ready when we were 
finished. 

We ordered an Old Speckled Hen and one of 
the pub’s specialty cocktails, the King George, a 
delicious combination of gin, St. Germaine, and 

lemonade. Our entrees were hearty and flavorful. 
The chicken masala with white rice had just the 
right amount of peppery heat, and the beef pasty 
paired well with a side of cucumber salad. 

Our to-go order arrived in environmentally 
friendly cardboard boxes. The fish and chips 
included cod in a light, crispy batter that didn’t 
overwhelm the taste of the fish, and my daughter 
said she wished there had been more than one 
piece. The chocolate bombe blended a bitter 
chocolate coating with a sweet chocolate mousse 
inside and was beautifully presented with a 
decorative swirl of hardened chocolate balanced 
on top.

Co-owners Michael Burgess and Tom Kyllo 
have deep ties to the community. Burgess owns 
Vienna’s The Pure Pasty Company, and Kyllo 
has been a local architect for more than two 
decades. They shared a dream of “creating a local 
pub where friends could enjoy connecting over a 
pint.” I’m sure many nearby residents will make 
Hawk and Griffin their neighborhood gathering 
spot, and visitors will be charmed by this little bit 
of England in Vienna. v

Hawk & Griffin
435 Maple Avenue West
HawkGriffin.com
Entrees $12 - $17

Analiese Kreutzer is a freelance writer. She can be reached at 
AnalieseKreutzer@gmail.com.



A SENSE OF 

   Belonging
By Mark Russell

It’s Tuesday afternoon and as the school day at 
Cunningham Park Elementary School draws 
to a close, kids are abuzz with excitement. A 

question on many minds: “Is today our day to 
visit Ms. Karen?” 

Karen Covell, known for her white hair and jovial 
hospitality by dozens of neighborhood families, 
is Program Director for Belong!, a nonprofit 
organization that provides material, relational, 
and spiritual support to under-resourced families 
– the working poor in our region. Many of these 
families hail from Central America, a region 
where Covell lived and worked for five years. 
Other Belong! families are recent immigrants 
from Egypt, Morocco, and Sudan. 

And what has the kids so excited?  “We like to 
see our tutors!” exclaims Rose, a 1st grader who 
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clearly delights in the opportunities to engage 
with adults and older youth who faithfully 
volunteer as tutors for Belong!. “And we play 
games,” she added.  Math and word games figure 
prominently in Belong!’s curriculum.

Sonia Samontoroy is one of Belong!’s volunteer 
tutors.  A senior at Madison High School, 
Samontoroy has been working with Belong! since 
the spring of 2020. She starting tutoring a 6th 
grader over Zoom to improve her reading and 
math skills.  In two months of virtual tutoring, 
Sonia noticed marked improvements in her 
student’s reading skills, as well as her command 
of basic math facts.

This fall, Samontoroy has been tutoring a 1st 
grader in person, and has enjoyed seeing him 
progress from barely connecting letters with the 
sounds they make, to sounding out entire words. 

“Being a tutor has opened my eyes to service in the 
educational system,” noted Samontoroy.  Since 
getting her start in tutoring with Belong!, she 
has also participated in Madison’s peer tutoring 
program, helping out underclassmen in AP 
Psychology. She plans to major in environmental 
science in college, but remarked: “I have a new 
passion for tutoring.”

Samontoroy was recruited by a fellow high 
school volunteer, and that fellow highschooler 
was in turn recruited by Maya Varghese. 
Varghese got to know some of the neighborhood 
kids through a local mission camp of her church, 
and was one of the first people to volunteer for 
Belong! in the pre-covid days. As they pivoted 
to on-line tutoring, more tutors were needed 
for more individualized attention.  Varghese 
knew her friends had spare time as the public 
school system retooled for internet learning.  She 
recruited 10 of her classmates. 

Belong! was launched in 2017 to support a range 
of community needs in Vienna, many of which 
became overwhelming in the Covid pandemic. In 
2020, Belong! channeled hundreds of thousands 
of dollars in food and rent assistance to families 
in need because many front-line service workers 
had lost their jobs.  

While short-term aid was needed, Belong!’s 
vision is to invest in the long-term success of 
at-risk children. A collaboration between eight 

Vienna churches, Belong! is committed to helping 
families flourish, who otherwise struggle to get 
by in a high-wealth neighborhood. 

It all started with a simple question based 
on the Lord’s prayer, says Covell. “We asked, 
‘What would it be like if God’s will were truly 
done on earth—right here in Vienna—as though 
it were heaven?’ 

It became evident that education was a critical 
need. “Kids from immigrant and low-income 
families attend the same schools as everyone 
else,” remarked Covell, “but they do not have the 
same academic preparation and support.”  

In response, Belong! developed tutoring 
programs for elementary students, and hired a 
teacher, Laura Kohloff, to manage the Education 
Program. It also supports a mentoring program at 
Madison High School and established a college 
scholarship fund so that kids could look forward 
to continuing education. 

The differences between the relative “haves” and 
“have-nots” were exacerbated by the pandemic.  
While many students have adjusted well to on-
line learning, it has raised the barriers for many 
others. Belong! staff spent a lot of time simply 
helping families connect to the internet.

According to Kohloff, “The pandemic has been 
especially hard on families already struggling 
with limitations of language and computer 
access. Many of our kids started this year one or 
two grade levels behind their peers.” 

In recent weeks, 46 kids and 28 volunteer tutors 
have participated in Belong!’s elementary tutoring 
program, with high rates of attendance.  

John Stone is another regular tutor. Stone started 
volunteering with Belong! in 2019, and has seen 
the tutoring effort evolve from its early days into 
a well-organized, professionally-run program. 

Stone notes that a third-grade scholar he works 
with has trouble sitting still and paying attention. 
“It’s a real challenge, for sure,” he says. “Laura 
recommended that we try doing jumping jacks 
when he begins to lose focus.”  Is it working? “I 
think so.”

There is no doubt, however, in Pam Thrasher’s 
mind.  She retired recently from a career in 
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teaching children with special needs, and 
continues to find opportunities to teach.  She 
is struck by how joyful the kids are, which she 
attributes to Belong!’s familial environment 
and the strong relationships forged between 
children, tutors, and Belong! staff.  “The kids feel 
comfortable. It’s a time for them to feel honored.”

Thrasher recalls working with a 4th grader on 
a history lesson when the word “save” led to a 
conversation about the young girl’s future. She is 
saving money for college, even though she only 
knows one person in her family with more than 
a high school degree. She is behind grade level, 
but declared nevertheless, “I’m going to college.” 
She asked for help studying for a history test 
because she couldn’t get much support at home. 
She asked Thrasher: “Will you come back? Will 
you stay to the end of the school year?”  

“Yes,” replied Thrasher. “I’ll stay to the end of 
the school year.” 

Thrasher also recalls the minor triumph of 
helping a five-year-old form the capital letter “E”, 
the first letter of the child’s name. “Sometimes 
the kids need encouragement,” she says.  

Super recruiter Varghese found the kids’ 
receptivity to be surprisingly high. “They are 

tired after a full day of school, and especially 
after a day of school on Zoom. But they show 
up every time excited to do more math. I sure 
wasn’t that way.”

Varghese believes they come for both the learning 
and for the relationships. “The program celebrates 
learning, without punishing mistakes. If it takes 
45 minutes to understand a single problem, the 
end result is a sense of accomplishment for both 
the students and tutors.” 

Additionally, “The social environment also helps. 
Students and their friends go together.”

For Thrasher, the retired teacher, the experience 
is deeply spiritual. “Our aim is to show God’s 
love to the children and the community. We want 
them to know that they have somewhere to go 
when they have a need. Any need.”

That sentiment resonates with Sue Hamblen, 
Director of Missions at Vienna Presbyterian 
Church (VPC), one of the eight congregations 
that launched Belong! to love and care for 
vulnerable members of the community in very 
practical ways. 

Hamblen couldn’t be more pleased with the 
outcomes thus far. She quotes Leviticus 19:4, 
“‘You must treat the foreigner living among you 
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as a native born and love them as yourself.’  That’s 
what Belong! volunteers do,” she says. “They 
build relationships with people who wouldn’t 
naturally come to our church. And when people 
wonder why we invest so much in the lives of 
these children, the answer’s simple. It’s because 
we love them.”

The impact of Belong!’s educational work became 
obvious to Hamblen at its 2021 summer camp, 
hosted by the Korean Church for All Nations 
right across Cedar Lane from the Vienna Park 
Apartments. Despite serious academic objectives 
and 104-degree heat, Hamblen recalls pure joy 
on the kids’ faces. “There was a lot of laughter. 
Without the summer camp, I know many of 
them would have been stuck at home watching 
TV while their parents were off at work.  Each 
day I left the camp sky high.”

A first grader by the name of Maria, Rose’s 
best friend, summed up Belong!’s impact 
this way: “It’s easier to learn math here than 
it is in school.” Of course it’s easier to learn 
with personalized tutoring. That’s why many 
wealthier parents hire tutors. 

Scoring better on their tests in school boosts kids’ 
confidence in themselves. And having adults and 
older youth from the community pour into their 
lives enhances their sense of belonging. Even the 
tutors come away with an enhanced sense of 
community. “I find it personally rewarding,” says 
Pat Terrell, another retiree/tutor. “It’s a win-win.”

So what could be better?  Sonia Smaontoroy, 
the James Madison Senior, says: “I’d like to see 
it expand to other elementary schools and help a 
bunch more kids.” 

Hamblen agrees, and sees potential for growth 
beyond replication of its educational work: “The 
relationships we’ve built through Belong! are 
seeds that will allow us to grow our programming 
tremendously in 2022 and beyond.”

For anyone wanting to tutor for Belong!, Thrasher 
has this advice: “Make connections with the 
students, and let them guide you. They know 
where they need help. And you’ll get the help you 
need from the program. If you love children, you 
have the perfect qualifications.”

And so it would seem that our communities in 
Northern Virginia have the perfect qualifications 
to enable all kids have the support they need to 
thrive, and to Belong! v

Belong! Neighbors Loving Neighbors 
www.belongvienna.org
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One hundred years is a long time for 
any attraction, but this one’s history 
goes way, way back—millions of years, 

in fact. At its centennial, through the careful 
guardianship of just three families, Shenandoah 
Caverns remains a timeless treasure of the 
Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley. 

History of Shenandoah Caverns

It was October of 1884 when the Southern 
Railway line construction came through 
Shenandoah County, Virginia and asked local 
farmer Abraham Neff to let them quarry 
limestone from his property located alongside the 
railroad. He allowed it.

One Sunday afternoon, when the workmen were 
away, Neff’s sons were playing in the quarry 
when they felt cool air rising from a hole. They 
retrieved ropes and candles and scrambled down 
at 275-foot winding shaft to discover a huge room 
filled with stalactites, stalagmites and flowstone. 
Too afraid to venture further, they went home 
and told the family what they discovered. The 
family explored the caverns system beyond.

When local businessman and B&O Railroad 
stockholder Hunter Chapman heard about the 
caverns, he made the Neffs an offer to purchase 
it, and in 1920, he began construction on the 
entrance and passageways. He also built a three-
story lodge with a gift shop and a full-service 

Photo credit: Mary Jeanne Cincotta

SHENANDOAH CAVERNS

Celebrates its 100th 
ANNIVERSARY

By Linda Barrett

A natural attraction  
millions of years in the making  

celebrates its centennial.
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hotel, and officially opened the caverns in May 
1922. Now that the railroad was complete, 
train excursions began running directly from 
Washington, DC to Shenandoah Caverns—
continuing until after WWII.

In 1954, Chapman sold the caverns to H.B. Long, 
a Shenandoah Valley entrepreneur. To build a float 
for Winchester’s annual Apple Blossom Parade, 
Long contacted Earl C. Hargrove, Jr., owner of 
the decorating company Hargrove, Inc. that had 
designed parade floats for every Presidential 
inaugural parade since Truman’s, and sets for 
inaugural balls and other national celebrations. 
When Hargrove visited Shenandoah Caverns, he 
told Long, “If you ever want to sell the caverns, 
let me know.” In 1966, that’s just what happened.

New owner Hargrove renovated the lodge’s 
second floor and opened Main Street of 
Yesteryear in 1993 to showcase antique window 
displays he had collected. And in 2000 he added 

1920s Caverns Hotel and Train ExcursionTHEN

American Celebration on Parade

What are your favorite 
memories of growing up at 

Shenandoah Caverns?

Kathy Kelly: “Dad bought the caverns when I was 
eight years old, and since we lived in Maryland, my older 
brother and two younger sisters and I piled into the car 
every weekend and stayed in the pre-Civil War house on 

the property that is now Earl’s Place (Airbnb). I remember 
seeing the joyful expressions on people’s faces as they 

experienced the caverns—I still enjoy it! When I 
ask people how they heard about us, they often 

say that they came here as a kid and are 
now bringing their own children and 

grandchildren.”

1957 Bastian Blessing soda fountain

Fun Fact About  
Shenandoah Caverns

Only caverns in Virginia with an 
elevator. Installed by the Westbrook 
Elevator Company of Danville, VA 

in 1931 and still in use today.

https://shenandoahcaverns.com/mainstreetofyesteryear/
https://shenandoahcaverns.com/mainstreetofyesteryear/
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American Celebration on Parade to exhibit 
parade floats his company created throughout 
the years. In 2007, the Yellow Barn opened 
as an events facility and agricultural display. 
Rounding out the Family of Attractions on site 
are the Gemstone Mining Sluice, the Caverns 
Café with its original 1957 Bastian Blessing soda 
fountain, and Earl’s Place Airbnb. In 2015, Earl 
Hargrove passed away and his daughter, Kathy 
Hargrove Kelly became owner of Shenandoah 
Caverns.

For more than 70 years, another family has also 
been instrumental in the success of Shenandoah 
Caverns—the Proctor family. Current general 
manager Joe Proctor is the 3rd person in his 
family to assist with management. His uncle 
Verlin Proctor, Jr., and his father Billy Daniel 
Proctor both managed the property before him. 
Dan’s children have also worked here. “My father 
met Earl Hargrove on his first day here and they 
became true friends,” Proctor said. “Now, we 
have the legacy of the Hargroves and Proctors 
continuing that tradition.”

What are your favorite 
memories of growing up at 

Shenandoah Caverns?

Joe Proctor: “It was magical, unique, and I 
knew it was something special, and that somehow 

I was a part of that. I liked telling the kids at 
school that my dad worked here. I officially 
started working here in 1983 when I was 14, 

but I took people on many, many tours 
before that time as the ‘emergency 

tour guide.’”

Diamond Cascade at Shenandoah Caverns

The Yellow Barn

Photo credit: Mary Jeanne Cincotta

https://shenandoahcaverns.com/american-celebration-on-parade/
https://shenandoahcaverns.com/the-yellow-barn-venue/
https://shenandoahcaverns.com/gemstone-sluice/
https://shenandoahcaverns.com/caverns-cafe/
https://shenandoahcaverns.com/caverns-cafe/
https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/24623833?source_impression_id=p3_1640269777_5a6G2s02tLQayKIk&guests=1&adults=1
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The caverns look very much as they did on 
opening day in 1922, with their original feel and 
atmosphere. Visitors enjoy the 17 unique rooms 
and spectacular formations like the sparkling 
Diamond Cascade, a flowstone calcite crystal 
formation and the “bacon” ribbon formations 
featured in Natural Geographic. It’s a family-
friendly adventure enjoyed by generations. 
Guided caverns tours are held daily (except 
December 25). Other attractions may be open 
seasonally. Check the website for hours.

The Smallest Post Office  
Played a Role

Inside the lobby, what could be the nation’s 
smallest post office played an important role at 
the hotel. But when the hotel 
closed, so did the post office. In 
1966, when Interstate 81 was just 
being completed and exit names 
were needed, Hargrove reopened 
the post office and Shenandoah 
Caverns claimed the name on Exit 
269 because of it. Today, visitors 
enjoy purchasing a postcard 
in the gift shop and getting it 
stamped with the Shenandoah 
Caverns postmark.

In the large gift shop, rocks and 
minerals are popular, along with 

traditional apparel like t-shirts and sweatshirts—
an item appreciated since the caverns remain a 

constant 54 degree year-round. 
Shenandoah Caverns also 
represents some of the area’s local 
wineries and features its own 
branded wine—a best seller. 

100th Anniversary  
Celebration Planned

“The 100th anniversary is 
important to the local people as 
well as the traveling public,” Kelly 
said. “It’s been part of their lives 
for generation after generation, 
and we want to involve the local 
community and businesses in our 

Caverns Lobby 1957THEN

Grotto of the Gods at Shenandoah Caverns

Earl’s Place

Fun Fact About  
Shenandoah 

Caverns

First caverns in the 
world with a telephone 

system within the 
caverns. Installed 1922. 
See the original phones 

on display.

Photo credit  
above: Linda Barrett
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Investment advisor representatives offering securities & advisory services through Cetera Advisor Networks LLC, member FINRA/SPIC, a 
Broker/Dealer Registered Investment Advisor. Cetera is under separate ownership from any other named entity.

8391 Old Courthouse Road • Suite 203 • Vienna, VA 22182
(703)356-4360 • VLPFA.com

We believe in a holistic approach to financial management, 
aligning your investment and financial decisions with your 
values. 

Our financial advisors give objective advice, putting your best 
interests first. As a client, you put us in a position of trust, and we 
take that responsibility seriously. You can rely on us to provide:

• honest advice 
• transparent cost information
• proactive investment management

 Bruce Vaughn, CFP®, AIF® • Rose Price, CFP ®, AIF® • Daniel Lash, CFP®, AIF® 

Planning is a Process - Not a Product

Ava Music School in Vienna takes steps toward 
educating all communities of the DC and Virginia 

to grasp a better understanding of music. We offer 
private and group music lessons. Being aware of 

the significant therapeutic effects of music and arts 
in the development of mind and spirit of humans 

of all ages and specially the children, makes us 
strong believers in what we have undertaken.

311 Maple Ave W, Unit K | Vienna, VA 22180

703-577-4324 | www.avamusicschoolllc.com

PRIVATE LESSONS | GROUP LESSONS | ALL AGES

PIANO | VIOLIN | GUITAR | VOICE

celebration on May 21, 2022.” Details are still being planned, so check 
back for further information.

“One hundred years is a very short time in the history of the caverns, 
and I really do think that the hand of God has blessed the Valley in its 
beauty,” Proctor said. “We want to preserve it so everyone can see and 
enjoy it. Having done so for 100 years, we’re setting the stones in place 
for the future so it will be just as fabulous 100 years from now.” v

Visit www.ShenandoahCaverns.com for upcoming celebrations 
surrounding the May 2022 anniversary.

Shenandoah Caverns
261 Caverns Road
Quicksburg, VA 22847
Exit 269 off I-81

Rainbow Lake at Shenandoah Caverns

https://www.vlpfa.com/
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Vienna Merchants

Where all we have is time

Since ‘73

THE CLOCK SHOP
of Vienna

CLOCKS OF QUALITY AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
Chelsea • Howard Miller  Hermle • Seiko • Lindow
Comitti • Rhythm • Coo Coo’s and more...

In light of COVID-19, our hours may vary from normal. 
Please call before visiting to confirm someone will be here.

109 Church Street, NW • Vienna, VA 22180
(703) 938-3990 • www.clockshopofvienna.com

ANTIQUE CLOCK RESTORATION
FREE “IN-STORE” ESTIMATES

PEKING  
EXPRESS

Mon - Sun 11:00am - 9:30pm
Lunch - 11:00 am - 4:00 pm
Dinner - 4:00 pm - 9:30 pm

703-281-2445

www.peking-express.com

A Tysons Favorite!

128A ChurCh St, NW VieNNA 
703-938-8900 | www.BikesAtVienna.com

SAleS ● SerVice ● repAirS 

•	 Folding	Bikes

•	 Recumbents

•	 Trikes

•	 Tandems

•	 Adaptive

Wardrobe Rescue  
Consignment 

(703) 242-6265 
134 Church St NW, Vienna, VA 22180

Open Mon-Sat 10am–6pm, Sun 12 – 5pm

www.mywardroberescue.com

FIND SOMETHING 
YOU’LL LOVE 
THIS WINTER SEASON

https://www.purepasty.com/
https://www.clockshopofvienna.com/
https://peking-express.com/
https://www.bikesatvienna.com/
http://www.mywardroberescue.com/
https://www.instagram.com/wardroberescue/
https://www.facebook.com/Wardroberescue
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Mark Goedde
Quality Real  

Estate Service
Mark Goedde has been exceeding his 

clients expectations in quality real estate 
service throughout Northern Virginia. 
Mark has the financial and investment 

experience to help you make smart 
decisions concerning your home and/

or your real estate portfolio, representing 
YOU when you’re ready to either buy 
or sell a home. He can assist you with 

multi-million dollar homes and mid-level 
properties and has been serving residential 

real estate needs for over 30 years in 
Fairfax, Loudoun and Arlington Counties 

and the Cities of Alexandria, Fairfax 
and Falls Church. Mark is a full-service 

Realtor with mortgage, insurance, property 
manangement and title partners to serve 

your every need.

Specialties:
Investment Property, New Construction, 

Works With First Time Home Buyers, 
Specializes in Relocations, Resale 

Residential, Single Family Homes and 
Townhomes, Associate Broker, Luxury

c: 703-850-8129
 w: 703-790-1990

markgoedde@LNF.com 
www.markgoedde.com

Casey Margenau
Fine Homes & Estates

With exceptional credentials, Casey 
uses his 30 years of experience to help 
his clients maximize the value of their 
real estate transactions. His experience, 
extensive knowledge and understanding 

of Northern Virginia’s Real Estate market 
have helped him to sell over $3 Billion of 
homes.  For 5 years straight, Casey was 
the #1 agent worldwide because of the 
fact that he enjoys helping families as 

well as individuals find the best homes, or 
the land to build their forever homes. The 
homes that Casey specializes in are some 
of the finest homes Northern Virginia has 
to offer. He has always been an innovator 
in marketing the properties he sells, using 
digital, print, and social media marketing. 
His reach is global, national, regional, and 
local to make sure that people, no matter 
where they are, see the homes that he has 
to offer so they can find the perfect home 

that meets their unique needs.

Specialties:
Area’s Premier Luxury  

Home Builder and Realtor

703-827-5777 
8478 Tyco Rd, Vienna, VA 22182 

www.margenau.com

Laurie Mensing
Christie’s International  

Real Estate

Ranked in the top 1% of agents nationwide, 
Laurie Mensing eclipsed the $800 million 

mark in real estate sales by the end of 2018. 
Her strategy, treating every transaction as 
if it’s her own, has proved to be the key to 
her overwhelming success. In 2018 Laurie 
was ranked the #1 Agent Long & Foster 
McLean, #1 for the entire NOVA region 
for Long and Foster and #3 in the state 

of VA. Laurie’s success is the result of the 
extraordinary service she’s provided to her 

clients in Virginia, Maryland, DC. Her 
local knowledge and ambition to provide 

impeccable service to a wide range of clients 
with different price points, truly separates 

her from her counterparts. Consider Laurie 
YOUR trusted real estate advisor.

Specialties:
New Construction, Works With  

First-Time Home Buyers, Specializes in 
Relocations, Resale Residential,  
Historic Homes, Downsizing

c: (703) 965-8133
w: (703) 873.5193

1355 Beverly Rd, Suite 109
McLean, VA 22101

www.lauriemensing.com

Local Real Estate Experts

http://www.margenau.com
http://www.lauriemensing.com
http://www.markgoedde.com
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Your expression. Our passion. MyFlorist.

Call Us. We Love to Help. 703.442.8203

www.myflorist.com | 1984 Chain Bridge Road | Tysons Corner

Parties | Lobby Arrangements | Romance | Sympathy

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Valentine’s Day is February 14th!

 Sari Dajani 
The Weichert/  

Team Dajani Difference 

Sari Dajani and Team’s over 50 years 
of experience with residential and 
commercial real estate in northern 

Virginia and the Washington DC metro 
area have proven beneficial to their 

clients. Team Dajani’s diverse background 
(speaking several languages) help them 
to understand the needs of both buyers 
and sellers in this cosmopolitan region 

and offer them negotiation edge. Together 
Team Dajani provide seamless service, 

creative marketing and support 7 days a 
week. Team Dajani’s commitment to help 
coupled with Weichert’s many resources 
can save you valuable time and effort in 
securing home financing, insurance, and  

home connections.  

Buy. Sell. Relax. 
Acheter Vendre Relax

Compra Vende Relájate  

With Weichert unlimited support Team 
Dajani ensures maximum online presence 

through SEO marketing and  
online campaigns. 

156 Maple Ave, Vienna, VA 22180
c: 571-239-9997

w: 703-938-6070
sari.dajani@outlook.com

www.dajanirei.com

Local Real Estate Experts

https://www.myflorist.com/
http://www.dajanirei.com
http://www.sirspeedyvienna.com
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Gloria Adams
Trustworthy, Neighborly,  

Tenacious!

Top Producer Gloria Adams has been 
listing and selling homes in the upscale 

markets of Fairfax for over 20 years 
building a reputation for ser vice that 

exceeds one’s expectations. Gloria received 
the NVAR Diamond Top Producer 
Award in 2018 from the NVAR Top 

Producers Club and is a Life Member of 
the NVAR Million Dollar Club. In 2017, 

Gloria also  received a TTR Sotheby’s 
Special Achievement Award  for Sales 

Accomplished. Gloria moved to McLean, 
Virginia 25 years ago from the Texas/
Oklahoma area. Prior to starting her 

career in real estate, she worked for the 
Congressional Budget Office on Capitol 
Hill, the Brookings Institution, and two 

Presidential Commissions, solidifying her 
grasp for the markets she serves so well. 
She developed a love for the real estate 
business and her reputation among her 
peers and customers alike is a testament 
to her desire to go that “extra step” to 

ensure a satisfied client.
Specialties:

Negotiation Expert,  
Resale Residential, Rentals

703-319-3344
6723 Whittier Ave #101,  

McLean, VA 22101
www.sothebysrealty.com

Local Real Estate Experts

Ginger P. King
Best Real Estate Agent and  

Top Producer

Designated Best Real Estate Agent by 
Washingtonian Magazine 2015 and #4 

in the Company Top Ten in 2014, Ginger 
is a Life Member Northern Virginia 

Association Top Producer. She is a native 
and resident of Vienna, VA, and as the 

daughter of a builder, she loves residential 
real estate marketing and sales. Ginger is 
a licensed realtor in Virginia and Florida 
and specializes in residential real estate 
sales in Northern Virginia—especially, 

Vienna, Fairfax, Oakton and nearby. She 
has a number of real estate designations 

and enjoys tennis and golf.

Specialties:
Accredited Buyer Representative (ABR), 
Accredited Staging Professional (ASP), 

Graduate Realtor Institute (GRI),  
Senior Real Estate Specialist (SRES)

ginger.king@cbmove.com
703-477-8793    

465 Maple Ave West 
Vienna, VA 22180 

Lee Brady
Accomplished Real Estate 

Agent and Investment 
Consultant with expertise in 

conceptualizing solutions that 
exceed client expectations

Recognized for his strong work ethic and 
analytical competencies, Lee Brady is a 
seasoned market leader in luxury real 

estate, land development, and investment 
consulting. Throughout his career, he has 

leveraged his market knowledge to represent 
clients from diverse backgrounds and 

negotiate contracts that deliver maximum 
financial value for his clients.

Over the years, Lee has established an 
international client base and developed 

strategic partnerships with local, regional, 
and national builders. He has a passion 
for delivering top-flight customer service 

which has enabled him to be the recipient of 
several national awards for  

exceptional marketing.
Today, Lee is the Team Lead at Casey 

Margenau Fine Homes, a boutique brokerage 
specializing in contriving tailored marketing 
strategies to ensure the financial success of 
its clients. Here, Lee spearheads a team of 
top-performing professionals to offer the 

ultimate real estate experience, resulting in 
transactions of over $75M in 2020. 

c: 703-801-0025
 lee@margenau.com

www.caseymargenau.com/ 
team/lee-brady/

http://www.sothebysrealty.com
http://cbmove.com
https://caseymargenau.com/team/lee-brady/
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Local Real Estate Experts

Richie Hanna
Real Estate Customer  

Service Expert

Richie is an award winning sales 
professional that has worked in the sales/
customer service industry his entire adult 
career. Over 20 years of sales experience 
perfected his skills needed to not only 

achieve his client’s expectations but 
exceed them! Acquiring knowledge of 

schools, commute, surrounding amenities, 
and indispensable business relationships 
supplies him with the ability to help you 
buy or sell with the utmost confidence.  

If you are looking for a Real Estate 
Customer Service Expert that sets their 

expectations high, is totally up front with 
you, thrives on customer satisfaction, and 
is a fearless yet effective negotiator then 
“Real Estate Richie” is the right agent 
for you. Richie takes great pride in the 

relationships he builds and always works 
relentlessly to ensure his clients best 

interest!
Specialties:

Over 70+ Five Star Reviews  
on Zillow and Google 

99.8% Sale Price to List Price Ratio
12 Days on Market Average
30+ Homes Sold Per Year 

Integrity - Service - Results

703-655-9585   
RE/MAX Gateway

www.richiehanna.com

Lori Shafran
Over 100 Years of 

Real Estate Tradition
With over 35 years of career experience in 
residential real estate sales, luxury home 

sales and marketing, office leasing and real 
estate settlement services, Lori has in-depth 
knowledge and experience in the Northern 

Virginia housing market and provides 
her clients with a comprehensive level of 
support in buying or selling their home.
In every real estate transaction, her focus 

is to meet and exceed the needs of her 
clients. She is committed to providing 

personalized sales support with attention 
to detail and responsive service--working 

closely with each buyer or seller to carefully 
understand their specific goals and needs 

of home ownership. Whether the purchase 
or sale is a single-family home, townhouse 
or condominium, she provides clients with 

the information they need to make wise 
investment decisions in buying or selling a 

home.
Her background in real estate settlements is 
a powerful asset to both her selling clients 
as well as purchasers. With an in-depth 
understanding of the settlement process 

as a former settlement agent, she is able to 
share this knowledge and successfully guide 
her clients through all phases of selling or 
buying a home— from contract to closing.

agent: 703-967-0909
office: 703-790-3330 
1309 Vincent Place 

McLean, Virginia 221010
www.lorishafran.com

Kevin Kleifges
someone who knows this area 

inside and out!

As an agent who’s an expert in this local 
area, Kevin brings a wealth of knowledge 
and expertise about buying and selling 
real estate. Kevin is someone you can 

trust for up-to-date information who is 
eager to serve you. If you need to find 

your next home, Kevin will find you the 
ideal property at the right price for you, 

including all the neighborhood amenities 
that matter.

When it’s time to move, Kevin will 
handle advertising your home, showing 
it prospective buyers, negotiating the 

purchase contract, arranging financing, 
overseeing the inspections, handling all 

necessary paperwork and supervising the 
closing. He can take care of everything 
you need, from start to close. Consult 

with Kevin on Home Selling Tactics.  His 
experience in home staging can be the 

difference between a home resting on the 
market and one that’s sold fast.

Specialties:
Find a Home, Sell a Home

Consult on Home Selling Tactics

c: 703-346-3783 
 o: 703-310-6111

kevin.kleifges@compass.com

www.compass.com

http://www.richiehanna.com
http://www.lorishafran.com
https://www.compass.com/agents/kevin-kleifges/
https://www.compass.com/agents/kevin-kleifges/
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Poppy Cole
 Exceptional Results… 
One Client at a Time

Poppy completely understands that no 
two transactions are the same.  Each 
transaction involves different people 
with different driving forces, different 

seasonal markets, locations, and property 
features. Poppy’s background in nursing 
with its lessons in assessment, analysis, 
listening and team management are vital 
tools in a Real Estate transaction. The 

ability to bring these tools together and 
use modern technology in marketing 
and targeting specific audiences are a 

winning combination for clients.  Having 
grown up in the Northern Virginia area, 

Poppy is familiar with the different 
neighborhoods and what they have to 
offer. A full-time Realtor since 2002, 
consistently a top 100 Mid Atlantic 

Coldwell Banker Realtor, and a Certified 
Negotiation Expert, Poppy has the 

experience to deliver successful results for 
her clients.

Specialties:
Certified Negotiation Expert

c:703-304-1420
w: 703-938-5600 

2070 Chain Bridge Rd Ste #103
Vienna, VA 22182 

www.poppycole.com

Local Real Estate Experts

Dave and Joanne 
Adams

Certified Luxury Home 
Marketing Specialist

After 19 years  as a retail business 
executive with extensive marketing and 
negotiation skills, JoAnne  transitioned 
into Real Estate.  Dave served 21 years 
with  the United States Secret Service 

before transitioning into Real Estate. His 
unique knowledge of Northern Virginia 

and the  Washington D.C. area has 
proven beneficial to their clients.  Dave 

and JoAnne have been Northern Virginia 
residents since 1991 and work together 
as a team. They understand the stresses 

of relocating, having moved several 
times when Dave worked for the Federal 

government. Dave’s relationships here and 
abroad, their knowledge of sophisticated 
database technology, analytical approach 

to tasks and commitment to service, 
honesty and integrity are the cornerstones 
of the Dave and JoAnne Adams Group.

Specialties:
Military Relocation Professional ( MRP®)

Seller Representative Specialist ( SRS )
Certified Luxury Home Marketing 

Specialist (CLHMS®)

dave@joanneadams.com
m:  703-963-4491
o: 703-471-7220 

Missy Whittington
Fastest Growing Agent

Missy Whittington has lived in Vienna 
for 50+ years and is trusted and respected 
within the community.  Her finance and 
accounting background led her to real 
estate in the fall of 2019, and within 

that short period of time, she has sold 
over $5 Million of homes.  She received 

the “Fastest Growing Agent Award” 
earlier this year and plans to continue 
this upward trajectory into 2022.  She 
attributes TRUST as the number one 

reason for her success saying, “when you 
hire a realtor to take on the sale of your 

home or to purchase a new one, you have 
to trust that this person will get you to 
settlement in a timely manner without 
drama and will continue to serve the 

client well after the  
transaction has closed.”  

Missy has grit and perseverance in her 
DNA and learned this about herself on 
the softball field as a youth.  “When the 
going gets tough, the tough get going” 
and I’ve taken that to heart from the 

softball diamond to the real estate arena.” 
 Let Missy be the one you can count on 
in Northern Virginia when it comes to 
your real estate needs. Seize the Day!

361 Maple Avenue W #100
Vienna, VA  22180

melissalynnwhittington@gmail.com
703 943 7595

http://www.poppycole.com
http://joanneadams.com
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(703) 448 0201 
Info@SynthaHarrisInteriors.com
www.SynthaHarrisInteriors.com

REIMAGINE 
YOUR SPACE 
and transform it into 
an elegant, stylish 
and functional home, 
tailored to you and 
your lifestyle.

Mackenzie Horne
Executive-Level Consulting 

Experience

Mackenzie (Mack) Horne has over 
10 years of executive-level consulting 
experience with a proven track record 

of successful sales and business 
development. She uses her knowledge 
and experience every day in each of her 
real estate transactions. Whether she is 

helping sellers prepare their property and 
negotiating top dollar, or guiding buyers 
as they find the right home at the right 
price, Mack is authentically dedicated 

to her clients every day of the week. She 
is known for being organized, focused, 
and passionate. Mack is a nationally 

recognized thought leader and a versatile 
salesperson.

Specialties:
Negotiations

Passionately Committed To Her Clients
Collaboration

mhorne@mcenearney.com
m:  571-594-9136
o: 703-738-9577

www.mackenziehorne.com 

GUIDING YOU TO EASIER 
HOME FINANCING

The  
Mortgage Company 

You Can Trust!

Understanding 
my client’s 
needs, providing 
white glove 
service, and 
building 
long lasting 
relationships  
is my number 
one priority.

Golboo Javid
Loan Officer - NMLS ID # 2157792

571-420-2784
gjavid@icmtg.com
gjavid.icmtg.com

Company NMLS ID # 56323 (www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org) EQUAL HOUSING
LENDER

https://synthaharrisinteriors.com/
https://www.mackenziehorne.com/
https://gjavid.icmtg.com/
http://www.gcalaprecision.com
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“Making It Happen” MARK GOEDDE
LONG AND FOSTER REAL ESTATE

c: 703-850-8129
 w: 703-790-1990

markgoedde@LNF.com 
WWW.MARKGOEDDE.COM

NORTH OLD TOWN LUXURY
ALEXANDRIA, VA | $988,500

Fabulous two-car garage townhome in Potomac Greens 
just one block from the soon-to-open Potomac Yards Metro 
Station.   Top-of-the-line upgrades in this terrific four-level 
home with open gourmet kitchen, 10-ft ceilings and open 
wood staircases.  Fabulous large primary suite with luxury 
bath and walk-in closet.  Sunny rear balcony facing south 
off the rear of the home.  Amazing community amenities 
including pool and clubhouse with exercise center.   This 
well-loved home is just blocks to the heart of Old Town and 
all its festive restaurants and shopping. 

SOLD

https://www.longandfoster.com/MarkGoedde
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The Dental Connection
Top-Rated Area Dental Professionals
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Dr. GARAI
Garai Orthodontic Specialists
427 Maple Ave W 
Vienna, VA 22180
703.281.4868
www.bracesvip.com

EDUCATION:  Eastman Dental Center, University of Rochester 
EXPERTISE: Served as attending faculty and taught lingual 
“invisible” orthodontics in the postdoctoral orthodontic program 
of Children’s National Medical Center and Washington Hospital 
Center. Diplomate by the American Board of Orthodontics.

ORTHODONTIC SPECIALIST

Dr. Island
Island Children’s Dentistry
1500 Cornerside Blvd #310
Tysons, VA 22182
703.790.1320
www.islandchildrensdentistry.com

EDUCATION: TUFTS University in Boston, MA
EXPERTISE: Diplomate of the American Board of Pediatric 
Dentistry, a Fellow of the American Academy of Pediatric 
Dentistry and a member of the American Dental Society of 
Anesthesiology. Using the latest techniques and equipment.

PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY & 
ORTHODONTICS

Dr. Sbeih
Novel Smiles
8180 Greensboro Dr #100
McLean, VA 22102
703.942.8882
www.novelsmiles.com

EDUCATION: George Washington University  
EXPERTISE: Awarded both his Fellowship and Mastership in the 
Academy of General Dentistry (AGD). Member of American Dental 
Association, Virginia Dental Association, Academy of General 
Dentistry, and the American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry.

COSMETIC & GENERAL
DENTISTRY

Dr. Bonacci
Christopher E. Bonacci, DDS, MD
361 Maple Ave W #200
Vienna, VA 22180
703.255.9400
drbonacci.com

EDUCATION: Kenyon College
EXPERTISE: Board Certified by the American Board of Oral and 
Maxillofacial Surgery. Past Chairman of the Department of Oral 
and Maxillofacial Surgery, Division of General Surgery, at the 
Reston Hospital Center. Fellow, American College of Dentists.

ORAL, FACIAL & DENTAL 
IMPLANT SURGERY

Drs. Han & Ahn
Han & Ahn DMD, PC
6845 Elm St #450
McLean, VA 22101
703.356.7001
www.mcleandmd.com

EDUCATION: University of Pennsylvania 
EXPERTISE: Achieved dual specialty certificates in both 
Periodontics/Implantology and Periodontal Prosthesis (Advanced 
Restorative, Cosmetic Dentistry) and recognized as a Diplomate 
of the American Board of Periodontology.

COSMETIC DENTISTRY AND 
ORTHODONTICS

Dr. Calkins
Airway and Sleep Group
11800 Sunrise Valley Dr., Suite 200, 
Reston, VA, 20191
703-646-9950
www.airwayandsleepgroup.com

EDUCATION: National Autonomous University of Mexico City 
EXPERTISE: Dr. Calkins has become well versed in the areas 
of dental sleep medicine, craniofacial orthopedics, nasalveolar 
molding for infants, along with diagnosis and treatment for 
Temporomandibular Joint disorders.

DENTAL AIRWAY AND SLEEP 
MEDICINE IN ORTHODONTICS
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http://drbonacci.com
http://www.mcleandmd.com
http://www.airwayandsleepgroup.com
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Try a Unique Dessert at 
Lily’s Chocolate & Coffee 

By Keith Loria
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UNDER CONTRACT

When siblings Saif and Lily 
Alobaidi moved from Iraq to 
the United States in 2009, it 

was impossible to find Iraqi traditional 
Lokma, pastries made of leavened and deep 
fried dough, soaked in syrup or honey. 

So, when Lily would have people over to the 
house, she would make it from scratch, along 
with serving tea. 

“Lily went to a couple of etiquette courses 
for setting tables and stuff w hen s he w as 
younger, so when she grew up, she paid a 
lot of attention to the details of serving on a 
dining table,” Saif says. “When people came 
over, she would set up these elaborate tables, 
and everyone always told her she should 
open up her own café.” 

Last year, the siblings decided to take the 
advice and set out to open their own place 
featuring desserts from back home. 
Today, Lily’s Chocolate & Coffee, located 
at 175 Maple Ave. E., is one of the first 
shops in the United States that serves 
traditional Iraqi Lokma.

The shop’s Lokma has fillings such as vanilla 
cream, chocolate cream and more, and then 
covered with chocolate. 

While Lily runs the day to day operations at 
the store, Saif used his background as a civil 
engineer to make Lily’s Chocolate & Coffee 
something special.

“I designed it from A to Z and I built it with 
my construction company,” he said. “All the 
furniture was custom made from 
overseas. Even our coffee machine was 
bought from Italy.”

All chocolate at the shop comes from Belgium, 
which the Alobaidis chose after v isiting t he 
country for a chocolate tasting last year. 

“We even came up with our own coffee blend, 
a mix of Columbian and Brazilian beans,” 
Saif says. “Even the milk is brought fresh 
twice a week from a farm in Maryland, so 
there’s always the freshest coffee a nd m ilk 
available.”

VIVATYSONS.COM 

They chose Vienna to open 
because they knew the 
community had a big foodie 
culture and wanted to offer 
people something different. 
They found the perfect space 
and opened on the Fourth 
of July, holding a week-long 
get-to-know me event.

“On July 10, we did our 
official grand opening, 
and invited a lot of friends 
and friends of friends from the 
community, and we had almost 
300 people lined up outside,” Saif 
says. “We’ve met a lot of people 
from the area and we’ve been getting 
a lot of friends. We don’t think of 
them as customers, we’re about 
making relationships.”

The design of the shop is very 
welcoming and the Alobaidis work 
to make each person feel at home.

“We love the interaction with people,” Saif 
says. “We know a lot of people by name now, 
and they come in to chat and hang out and 
enjoy our great coffee.” 

In November, Lily’s Chocolate & Coffee 
started offering afternoon tea, and that has 
become a popular thing for people to do—
especially in groups.

More unique ideas are coming in 2022 as 
the shop looks to become the go-to place for 
anyone looking to relax and enjoy a coffee, 
tea or dessert. v
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Ask an Advisor: 
ABOUT NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS

By Rose Price, CFP® AIF®  

Finance

What are the Most Important 
Financial Resolutions I Should 
Have for 2022?

Everyone has different priorities but here 
are the top four I recommend: 

1. PROTECT YOUR ESTATE 

Review and update your estate 
documents. The primary purpose of a will 
is to ensure that your assets are distributed 
to whomever you choose, in the amount 
and manner that you choose. You may 
also want to consider establishing a living 
revocable trust. A trust is an agreement 
between the grantor (the person who 
establishes and funds it) and the trustee, 
who administers it. If you have a living 

trust you can leave all of your assets to 

the trust when you die, which can then 

be doled out by your terms through the 

trustee. A trust avoids the probate process 

and allows the heirs access to the trust 

assets more quickly.

 Check your credit report. A more recent 

development in protecting your estate is 

monitoring your credit report for fraud 

and identity theft. You can retrieve a free 

report from www.annualcreditreport.

com from all three agencies once a year. 

You may also want to consider hiring 

a company to monitor your credit and 

notify you if there are any changes. 
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Finance

Review your Life insurance needs. 
If something were to happen to you 
(or your spouse) how would it affect 
your dependents? Make sure you have 
appropriate coverage and that the benefices 
are up-to-date. 

Change your passwords. It’s a good 
idea to change your financial account 
passwords periodically to avoid identity 
theft and fraud. 

2. PREPARE FOR THE 
UNEXPECTED 

Create an emergency savings account. 
The best line of defense against unexpected 
events is to have a liquid cash fund that can 
cover at least six months of living expenses 
or any large, unforeseen bills that are too 
high to pay out of your regular monthly 
income.

Evaluate your need for Long Term Care, 
Disability, and Umbrella insurance. 
Emergencies do happen, and your financial 
well-being could be undermined by 
outsized costs that might accompany an 
illness or injury, job loss, or even a storm 
that does major damage to your home. 

3. OPTIMIZE YOUR 
PORTFOLIO 

Consolidate your accounts. Do you 
have several 401(k) accounts from old 
employers? Multiple bank accounts? 
Consolidation can make maintenance and 
analysis easier and help lessen the risk of 
identity theft.

Review your Investments. Review your 
investments and make sure you have the 
proper investment mix and appropriate 
diversification that aligns with your goals 
and risk tolerance. Your Financial Advisor 
should be able to review your portfolio 
with you, or if you do not have an Advisor, 
many online investment accounts have 
built in tools for evaluating portfolio risk. 

Evaluate your fees.  Choosing low-cost 
investments and being aware of how 
much you are paying in fees can go a 
long way toward reducing the amount 
you pay to invest.

4. CREATE A  
FINANCIAL PLAN

The key to long term financial success is 
having a plan. A financial plan provides 
a road map from your current financial 
situation to reach your future financial 
goals. A good financial plan will give you 
confidence and help you understand the 
steps you need to take to achieve your 
objectives. 

A detailed financial plan includes multiple 
variables and strategies, covers risk 
management, asset allocation, tax planning, 
retirement and estate planning. If you have 
a large estate creating a financial plan 
can be confusing and time consuming. I 
recommend working with a good Financial 
Advisor who can help you navigate the 
process and keep you on track. v

Author: Rose Price, CFP® 
AIF® is a n Advisor at VLP 
Financial Advisors. She believes 
that strategic planning is the 
key to creating, protecting, and 
growing wealth. 

Want to learn more? 
Visit: www.vlpfa.com or submit your 
question for an advisor to info@vlpfa.com.

VLP Financial Advisors
8391 Old Courthouse Rd., Suite 203
Vienna, VA 22182
(703)356-4360

Rose Price is a Registered Representative of and offers 
securities and Advisory Services through Cetera 
Advisor Networks LLC, member FINRA/SIPC a 
Broker/Dealer and Registered Investment Advisor. 
Cetera is under separate ownership from any other 
named entity.

https://www.vlpfa.com/
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Tysons Update

Silver Line Phase 2: Progressing Toward 
Safe, Reliable Service in Spring 2022

By Marcia McAllister

Trains running along 
corridor as part of 

essential  ongoing safety, 
durability testing

In December, trains were running along 
the corridor between the Ashburn and 
Wiehle-Reston East stations as part of 

simulated service testing. There were no 
passengers aboard. Observers along the Res-
ton-Herndon corridor and westward along 
the Dulles Greenway to Ashburn were 
hopeful as they saw the trains running at 
service-level frequency. Officials at the Met-
ropolitan Washington Airports Authority, 
managers of the rail extension, reported that 
results of those tests were positive.

Simulated service is another step toward be-
ing able to transfer the project to the Wash-
ington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority 
(WMATA). WMATA will conduct addi-
tional testing to ensure the safety and dura-
bility of the extension, which has been under 
construction since 2014 when the first phase 
from East Falls Church through Tysons to 
the eastern edge of Reston opened.

Capital Rail Constructors (CRC), the 
contractor building the mainline and 
stations for Phase 2, reached a major 
milestone when the Airports Authority 
declared that the project reached its sub-
stantial completion landmark in October. 
Hensel-Phelps, the contractor building a 
90-acre rail yard at Dulles International 
Airport to support the project and rest of 

During December, the rail project conducted simulated service along 
the Phase 2 alignment. During that test, project partners worked with 

WMATA to operate the system as if it were in full service.
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SILVER LINE PHASE 2
A simulated service Metrorail train exits the Dulles Airport Station along the aerial 
guideway, with the main terminal for Dulles International Airport in the background.v

Tysons 
Update

the Metro system, reached substantial com-
pletion a few days later.

WMATA still has a lot more testing prior to 
accepting the project and there will be addi-
tional testing prior to WMATA setting an 
opening date for passenger service.

Meanwhile, the Airports Authority, WMA-
TA and contractors are working together to 
complete punch-list items along the Phase 
2 alignment, which runs between the Wieh-
le-Reston East Station and Ashburn Station 
with stops at Reston Town Center, Hern-
don, Innovation Center, Dulles Airport and 
Loudoun Gateway.

While there is no specific date for opening, 
WMATA has indicated passenger service 
could begin in spring time.

Business leaders, residents and politicians 
in the area have voiced strong support for 
opening the system as soon as possible. The 
Airports Authority and WMATA continue 
to stress that making sure the project is safe 
for all involved continues to be the number 
one goal.v

A 7,000-series train heading west enters the Innovation Center 
Station during a simulated service test in December. The newly con-

structed Reston Next project adjacent to Reston Town Center Station 
can be seen in the distance to the east.
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When you invest with us, you are on the path to financial security. 
We are Certified Financial Planner™ professionals who work to help you make smart 
financial decisions and plan for your future. We believe in a holistic approach to 
financial management, aligning your investment and financial decisions with your 
values. We know that everyone’s needs are different and our investment team creates 
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